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ALLE:N OK'S
RIGHTS _BILL.
.
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By HILDA LOUGH
Staff Writer
STUDENT Government (SG)
legislators were astounded at
i!ast Thursday's . meeting by
President John Allen's endorsement of almost ail of the
elements in the Student Bill
of Rights.
"Contrary to general opinion, I am not waiting · 'pen in
lhand' to v:eto this bill-the minute it reaches my_ desk," said
Allen in his brief address to ·
the legislature. This statement was .greeted by a standing ovation from the Student
Government and visitors to
the ·meeting.
Allen suggested only minor
changes to the amended bill,
most of which were additions
requiring students to seek Ad; ministrative or faculty advice
before acting under smile of
the bill's provisions.
'IF ACCEPTED. on referendull). by USF students, th~ bill
will be sent to the · Board of
Regents and the -. Attorney
General for an advisory opinion, Allen said. .
SG President Scott Barnett
stated, ,!'President Allen has
agreed to all that he is able
to, and has shown his willingness to accept, this bill . . .
Allen has takeli a major step
and has been more than reasonable with us."
Barnett. added, "This bill
entails not just rights, but a
great deal of responsibility M
the part of the students." He
said that students must becomi? aware of....the bill'.s content and accept the responsibility for its implementation.
THE BILL WAS passed by
acclamation by the . legislature, but will not be placed on
referendum until February 26.
The bill was to have appeared
for referendum on the SG
elections ballots, but Barnett
decided to delay voting in
order to give the student body
more time to become ·acquainted with the provisions ·
of the bill. '
·
The Bill of Student Rig4ts
would provide ·students with:
"-' Active representative
participation in every University area which requires some
responsibility of them.
"-' The responsibility, with
the advice of the Administra-

PRES. JOHN ALLEN
•.. endorses bill

SEN. BEN BROWN
,,,._ .. authors bill

tive staff, of determining, .explicating and adjudicating all
non-academic rules, regulations and policies to -which
they alone are responsible for
regulatory adherence.
"-' The right to establish and

participate in student organizations free from unreasonable restrictions, limitations
or discrimination. A duly constituted student · board · shall
have the responsibility for de•
termining limitations upon or-

***
Women Win A

Right To Vote
To clear up the mystery of what happen'ed to the
editorial in The Oracle, last on 'the -Bill of Student
·Rights that didn't appear, here is what happened.
The editorial was written and sent to the printer
last· Monday. The editors had seen a copy of the proposed ballot and had heard from numerous sources
that the bill definitely was t.o appear on Tuesday and
today's refer~ndum. _
.
'_ .
At__:2:15 Tuesday ·afternoo~, after the page . had
been made up, Scott Barnett, SG President, decided
t~at the students wouldn't have enough time to· consider the · bill thoroughly so he pulled it off the ballot.
The Oracle edit.ors killed the editorial- at the last
possil;>I~ moment to .give them§elves more time to consider it and t.o see ,vhat1Iappened to the bill in the legislative meeting last Thursday night. It passed by acclamation. Please see related story, this page. _

ganized student.groups.
~ ,The right to access to
. written statements of all educational policies, . curricular
activities, or other regulations
to which students shall be
held responsible.
"-' The right of students to
. review their personal records
arid to challenge statements
contained therein, subject to
legal restriction·s.
·
"-' Freedom from double jurisdiction and unjust• extensions of authority in disciplinary matters.
"-' The right to due process,
and the right to an alternative
of a public or private administrative hearing or of a public
or private review by a student
board whose decision is binding upon the University, subject to appellate procedure.
Y" The right of appeal.
Y" The right to personal pri~
vacy and the right to deter-.
mine the conduct of their personal lives subject to existing
statutes and student regulations.
Y" The right to establish a
student press subject only to
statutes, Board of Regents
policy, and regulations imposed by a student-faculty
board.
·When asked to comment on
the passage and approval of
the Bill ofRights, Senator Ben
Brown, author of the bill,
said, "I'm ecstatic !" But he
warned, "What seems to be
rapid acceptance of the proposed bill by the President
. only- :gresents, one pr,oble.m-:t-r-i
we ha:ven't yet developed the
large committed group neces. sary to syccessfully implement
the bill.'
\
Brown said that a program
is being planned to educate
students concerning the bill's
implications and content before the bill is placed on referendum February 26.

Photo by Tony Zapp-

Vickie Touchton, USF coed, ls· ai.mil\g for a good time Monday when her male counterparts, members of Jose Gaspar's
crewe, will take Tampa by storm with their annual invasion
and parade through the downtown area. On that day, Vickie
will give up her role as student to ride on one of the more ·
than 50 colorful floats that will be included in the parade.
There'll be no school that day so interested students can
join ·with other Tampa citizens in protecting their city against
against the ugly buccaneers. Weapon and costume our model
used for the picture were provided by nearby Treasureland
and the Greater Tampa Chamber of Commerce.
\

Anderson'And Gutierrez
CldS:h~'In Patio Deb·ate
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: By,LISA HARRIS
th·e Student Government Steve}'q4estfon the two candidates. matter. - What -cari I · do -· for
Staff Wi:iter ·
• And'ersori and Emie Gutierrez ,; One . student questioned Gu- you, right now, is mY,:phiioso-·
C d'd t f ·p '•ct "t f debated their positions while tierrez' ·concrete plans for the phy. The ·only way to change
an 1 a es or resi en
a large group; of .students . future.
the system is throµgh w:ork.
.
gathered ·on the ·coffee -shop · "The time for explanations The way is. not to ignore the
· patio ',rtiur~day.
. . , . 1)~. over/' . said Gutierrez, "if system;.' .
,,
.
Anderson . spoke, "Via.Jenee ''I've ·Jail~d . after a year of
_A.guestion- w:as asked ,o,f G~is all right but' it doesn't :ac-: ''w9°r k:/" t \\(on't explain it. I'm tierrez .. conce_rning: his memcomplish anything. I'm riot· ·not really· hot about going to bership in SDS (Stu4ents ' For
afraid of the administration, ]a.il, 'but 'the president of Stu- Democratic Society). " If it
the Board of Regents, or . a · dent Government (SG) should (SDS) . -~ame '_ on campus ,
violent confrontation but who be willing · to be arrested if · wotild' you be a member?"
needs violence? I'~ here t~ necessar;y for human · rights."
"Yes;' , said Gutierrez. ·
adva)1ce- your education" AnPhil ~uhnels ·spoke, . up,
"Do you know that USF has
.. derson continued.
"There's-a·,difference between nci ':legal• right to fine· cars?"
.
~-. .
.
. ~
'
. ' -. ..
' 'Therets more 'going on than ,1deas ,..il1ld. ,1de<1,]§.,. .Where, do. ./,asked a student. · ·· · :.
·-th~ :stµd~rit .BiU pf ,Rights", a youdra'."i.i 1heline~". ·. ·
. . . "THE ,CASE, -of -- Harold
s_t~dent :_spoke up. "It's taking ,,.A~ ERS~~ - a n s_w ~ r !l.d, ' Hooks -was broughf up in
place. -a.11 over the world'.
1deal1sm is fine but tpe tan- .
• ,
.
..
Yo~'rej_a_il part _oh t, whether gibles. a1·e· those . things ."_ that '
(Se'e'MEETING·-~age·_2) -;·
. you ;like;'it or not: You've got
: to'_see i:that young people all
· ·
·
·
· ··
1
0
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By CONNIE H~IGLEY
Managing Edit-Or
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Antho.ny 'And The Im perials
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·EXtravafianza
Coming So-on
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. Tickets are now available for the University
Center (UC) Extravaganza Weekend; Feb. 1~
and 15.
The "Big Weekend" of Quarter 2 will feature
concerts, dances, a gambling casjno and night
club entertainment.
Highlighting the weekends' entertainment
bill will be "Anthony and the Imperials." They
will be in concert F eb. 14 at 8 p.m. in the Gymnasium, Admission wil be $f.50 per student, staff
and-faculty and $2 for public admission.

Bay Area's The G~-ndymen
USF Photo :
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' The,-s t"l(d_e-~ t . 'continuep,
·: · .· · . ' , .· •.· ·.·; .
"It's . ·Worldwide . . ·w ·h. a t a·r e :";' >_. .
people .... ""dbing .,, in . ·other ; ,·
·.,;, · , i . ' , · . , · • 1
) pa;r~ .Qf.tpe ,wor\d?/ T}lef are' , ~~at;s ,;gro~in~ o~.her;_t\O! . ·
there. . to . ,protec;t . h,,1.i ljf an . Hair _,we ·. -g? .a~am ?, Or. . .Wow., :
:ri~Ni !: F?~~ry ..timi ''ii•/l_l'lan . \\!ha-t,;s.J h~~~fter,-s)laye._you'r~ .
. '.g~ts: ·kj]l_e:d / oyer:. t~e;r;~,1eViet< ?rill~,.~ e) ,nn~ ?: ·~c1.ve · all. -''fl: e •
.M mj ;·'·r oui~e-- au.·.. ~if/:m!f ...o,n ) .f.FP:ilff_p,: a,ders : gone ,hiPP1\! ,
Y9,.UI'.: ~~~s ' a'pd•;Ws _br;ea;ki!].'g/ i9r 'lo~.t"-t11~1.r -razors?-· ····, ' _ ·.
0
: --.frif;,
9e,i!ft,
- " ,:_'· _-·) ·:.;
.; ~-·-'..\~ . :,, •.·'.:{
mtth~t.:"-It>§·
the
~s e~ond;
ifi<
.
• l... .
. . .._.
~ ..
., . , . ,
. .,,
• .• ..., ~
· ") TUDJiJN'l;S XHE~ began ~t\t •, s.fl._ual,'.:'.Atgunient -of. The· Beard
. .. ·, ...--~
. : ··., . : '. ,: ·. : ·:~l ~--*~iiolr-,o'f 'Jose·Gaspar Cons·
~
~
, , ... •;, ·, · · · • ,, -,.. ,. . :,, •·, ,t~t.:'t .Oracte . Editor; Mario ,
'-Garcla<,an~• Student ·Govern'
ment President Scott Barnett .
have revived the year old traO
dition of a beard growing contest for Gasparilla Day. The
1··
•
contest . began last Friday
morning and will ' flush itself
·
down the sink- .drain next
.Today is the l?sf dar of Stu- Tuesday morning.
-dent Goyernment elections..
Tampa community resiThe polls will bi= ·open from 8 dents have -spent years critisiz~,m. .~ntil 10 .p.m, -to allow as · ing U~F's fiippie community
many , students as possible to . when in fact, the whole school
cast their bailots for candi- has just been · getting a
dates seeking .the offices of "-head" start on the GasparilPresident, Vice-president, and ,
.
la Contests the merchants
Senator.
.
.
nl
th' k b t
.
Voting machi~es are· loc.ated · 0 Y m · a ou once a year.
in the University . Center,
Oracle Editor "Stu Thayer
lobby, Argos, Andros, ,and the lost by' a hair last year but it
Physics, Chemistry, Educa- looks close this week as Gristlon·; Social Scienc!;!s; and.Fine • ley G;arcia, and Baby-face
Arts-Humanities Buildings. ,
Barnett get growin'. This, by
. The Oracle .- urges · all -stu- · 1 the way is why we're , out of
d,ents to take time out from : school. Monday, _f9 . give-. 'the
their busy schedules and .vote. guys a: chance to recover.·
.i
.
.
'
.....

I

ON FEB. r5; The Candym eri will provide the
sounds for a dance in the Gym beginning at 9
p.m. Admission to The Candymen dance is $i.25
per student a:nd $2 per public ti_c keL
The Beads will also perform F eb. 14, prior to .·
. Anthony and the Imperials.
Tickets can be purchased at tp.e UC Information Desk.
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· voicing 'y0ur opinion."
,
. . REFEkRING .. TO ,the St u~
~ _d~nf.Bill. o.f. Rights_, 'he 'went
; 'hh, '._'Y,oJ/ may, be young, but
. YqWre; 'the.- .lar ges~ . group of
. ;_ ,
.
yo~g.~__people -_ evf;!r . .You'.11 . l .:: ·:: r
. have,to, as~uin:e_!posi,tion. sgme ... ; ' ; ' : _. I . •
day. ,It!s time ;to-,:do ' as you ''· ·e··
, .._., ., .· :i •. ,,

Establisbed

(See.DRAF.r Page 2)
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-·New Draft
Procedures
The Registrar's office has
changed the procedure for
male students to r eport their
status to the local Sele'c.tive
Service Board.
The new system r equires
students wishing the Registrar's Office to report their
"progress and status to their
local boards for this quarter,
must immediately complete
the Selective Service Informa:tion Request card available in
the Registrar's Office.- • . . '
James Lucas, r egistrar,
said this move has become
necessary because new Selec- .
tive Service . Files are being
- established. Even if a student
.jlas previously advised the
Registrar's Office of his Selective Service number, he
must go to the office and complete the new card.
-THE DEADLINE - for students requesting that the Registrar send an annual report
· is next Monday: All other stud'e ns mu:;;t conwlete the· card
by the end of February.:
Lucas said this new system
is the last phase in a series of
planned refinements and improvements in the procedures
u_sed by the Registrar's Office_
in reporting student attendace and progress to the Selective Service Board.
.
's tudents may have one aca·demic year at a junior college

\ Pistol _
Packin-' Pira,te-Girl
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SCOTT BARNETT
... SG President

, MARIO GAR()IA
: .. Oracle'. Editor

:·

Board Of Regents OK's
Chinseguf Alterations

Married Priest
To Speak Here

By STUART THAYER .
Staff Writer
ORLANDO - The Board of
Regents Monday approved
USF's request to demolish
several structures at the Chinsegut Hill retreat . in Brooksville at a meeting at Florida
Tech University here.
The Board also confirmed
the appointment of Dr. Maurice E. O'Connell as chairman
of the political science and Jogindar Singa Ratti as chair•
man of the mathematics department.
THE REGENTS also okayed . release of patent rights
to Dr. Juan 0. Gonzalez, associate professor of engineering,
on an invention he devised, to
be used in transplanting live
and rooted plants.
In non-USF business, the
Regents approved sites for .
the new state universities in
Dade and Duval counties,
modified the Oath of Loyalty
required of state university
system employees, and . heard

requests by state Senator sity funds.
Richard J. Deeb (R-Pinellas)
STILL, REGENT Chester
Prints expo11ition is Gµrrimt)y
'and state Rep. Walter Sackett · Ferguson of Tampa asked
aERGlttAN FILM
being held in the UC Gallery.
of Miami that the Regents that Gonzales send a signed
Tile Vnlvel'$1ty Ce11ter (VC) The exhibit will be QI\ cAtnpus_
consider using private col- affidavit to the Board stating
movle frqm the lngmar !lerg- until Feb. ~1.
leges in Flor ida to admit what the circumstances of invenman Fllm series is "Sml)e11 pf
would be possible overflow tion.
a $ummer Night." Admission
UOMOVlE
from the state system.
·He said, in view of confuto the Thursday movie la 35
Thill weekend's mQvie '''fhe
The main residence of the sion about the patent rights to
cents wr ~rson.
Chinsegut Hill retreat will not " Gatorade," a drink invented
Agony and the Ecsta11y" featorn down, but the water by a University of Florida
be
Miohaelangeof
life
the
tures
MEE'r 'l'DE AlJ'J:001'
tower, green house, a cottage faculty member, he wanted .
starts
feature
weekly
The
lo,
:Rev. Anthony Girimdola wlll 1
called Sunrise House and sev- no possibility of more confube the guest at the Meet the at 7:30 p.m. in the BSA Frieral other decaying buildings. sion abou:t patents.
Author program Feb. l2 at 2 day, Saturday 1tml Su11day.
The Loyalty Oath modificaUSF PRES. John S. Allen
252. Rev. Gira.ndola wi)l Admllision is 35 cents per perin
said the structures were tion in Section 3.16 of the Rebe dl!icussing his bopk "The son.
gents Operating Manual rebeyond economical repair.
Most Defiant Priests" and the
Allen said Gonzalez's inven- quired university system emimplications of his a.nil other .
BJ\NDDt\.NOE.
tion was ,conceived arid devel- ployees to swear "I have not
members of the clergy actions
oped on the latter's own time and will not lend my support,
Is
Committee
Dance
UC
The
.
during the past year ln regard
'\
and was not related to his aid, advice, counsel, or influsponsoring a band <lance Feb.
to official Church doctrines.
field of employment at USF. ence to the C o m m u n i s t
14 in the l)C aallroom, Ad!J!ls- .
:Rev. Girandola was the first sion tq the dance, featuring
University'!! retreat center near Brooksville.
Allen and Gonzales, howev- Party."
Alpha Phi Omega. brothers (right to left)
American priest to reveal that Sir Michael and the Soundii is
Cleaning the area is one of the pledge projer, wanted to let the Regents
Bruce Kammelhalr, Roy Ashley, pfodge )Job
THE U.S. SUPREME Court.
he is married. He expresses 75 cents drag and $1 per cou.
ects of APJuO.
know of the invention and ob- had objected to the words and
Bathgate and KeJth Blet:i:er (top) cl4lan the
trkmaler
·s
Craig
by
Photo
his ideas on the church and ple.
tain clear rights :for Gonzales. the Regents •voted to comply.
ChlOBegut Hill I\J'tllL, . Ohlnsegqt Hlll . Is the
its stand on ~he marriage of
the faculty ' memOrdinarily,
But university system perI
its clergy.
ber and the University split sonnel still will have to swear
patent royalties 50-50 if the in- they are not presently a memJAPi\NES~ PlUNTS
vention was aided by .Univer- ber of the Communist party,
A Japanese Contemporary
do not · believe in the overthrow of the state of U.S. gov- ·
ernment, by force or violence,
and are not members of any
organization that teaches violent overthrow of th~ governUntil at least next SeptemBecause enrollment at USF not been for a sudden opening count on 840 residents. If the
ment.
used
be
will
Hall
DeSoto
ber,
was less than it was expected for the same position in anoth- 1200 mark is reached, 800 resiSen. Deeb and Rep. Sackett
A search warrant or student's written permission; but, even in
dents will be housed ln Fonta- for seminars connected with written permission is necessary these few instances, the student asked that the Regents con'
to J;Je, DeSoto Hall did not ~r dorm on campus.
Narq.a Reese, also hired to na with the remaining 400 the USF Co!ltinuing Education before an official may enter and is notified, Garner said.
open as planned, Hugh Westsider using private Florida
Department.
fall manager rf Fontana Hall, be a resident instructor, re- going to DeSoto.
search a student's dorm, ·James Garner said that should a Uni- colleges and tiniversities as a
mained on the staff to help
said.
D . . Garner, superintendent _of versity Official discover some- remedy to possible overWestfall gave a number of Cosby Reed with procedures
Security and Communications, thing amiss in the dorms, this crowding in the public syspertaining to the women that
·
official could not make an ar- tern.
said.
·USF students disagree with reasops why the $4.2-million
do not concer!l the men.
vacant.
is
building
"Instead of asking for more
Garner said on-campus stu- rest. Only a person who has
the University of Florida's
,dents are not required to allow been 'deputized, as have the po- hundreds of millions of dollars
PETE McFEE, wanting to
"CAPACITY is too great
(UF) policy of dispensing
.
anyone to search their rooms lice on campus, is allowed to to house the increased munbirth control pills to unmar- around the .s tate - too wide a be manager.
bers oi students, you should
financial
a'
is
Hall
the searcher has in .his make arrests, he said.
Soto
unless
De
from
colleges
of
selection
ried coeds.
possession a valid search war- Garner said he obtained his take advantage of another av~
burden since there is a presexWestfall
choose,"
to
which
Of 40, students asked about
rant. Although, he said, if a stu- information concerning search enue to do some of the job for
ent $1,000 a day interest on
the UF policy, 25 stated that plaine!l.
Eighteen USF students have standards. The adminiS tration dent chooses to allow the of students' dorm rooms from us at less than half the cost
have opened the mortgage. The' electricity
colleges
Many
it was not the school's place
per student/' Deeb said.
Florida 's Attorney General.
their goors throughout the is about $600 per month and been "busted" on drug charg- again meets with the student search, he may do so by grant- ~
- - ----=._ _ _ _ _ _::..__ __ :.__ _ _ __ _
to be involved in birth control.
es according to the files in the and informs him of his rights, ing written permission.
state this year, drawing a ·gas $300 per month.
They .said that UF was, in efA vALID search warrant,
Because it was less expen- Student Affairs office and privileges, and responsibililarge number of would-be stufect, "condoning sexual promsive to build last year than it Dean Herbert J. Wunderlich. ties. The students g o e s Garner said, must specify the
de!lts away from USF.
iscuity am ong students."
exact name, room, time and date
The two ·newest colleges ln would have been to start . Of these arrests, connected through due process.
They also expressed disap- Florida: Hillsborough Junior building now, Alle!l and with both LSD a~d marijuana,
Wunderlich would not esti- of the person whose room is to
proval of starting a similar College in Tampa, and Flori- O'Hara, the contractors feel seven were made in 1968, six mate the number of drug be searched. The warrant is abpolicy at USF.
tained from the city or county
da Technical University in Or- that some of the present cost in 1967, and seven in 1966. users.
judge.
sura
arrestbeen
students
never
has
those
of
There
Four
overcome.
being
is
lessening
in
questioned
15
aided
have
other
.
The
Janda,
enlonger
no
are
year
last
ed
Obtaining this warrant, GarThere
the
USF.
at
con~erning
enrollment
the
conducted
vey
thought the UF . policy was
alUniversity,
opt!the
too
at
said, "is almost like pulling
were
ner
rolled
JUST
campus.
"WE
this
on
Floriin
drugs
of
use
colleges
27
no-.v
are
be
should
and
reasonable
mistic ·and got two years though Wunderlich said all
da.
teeth." He said a statement de•
adopted at USF.
(From Pag-e 1)
a student, "Can USF support
THE FACT that new dorms ahead of ourselves," O'Hara but two students were allowed
scribing th: nature of. the of·
Also interviewed was Dr.
re-register.
to
commented.
univarious
at
built
been
have
witness to court to try this," said Ander- two catering.services?"
a
by
s1gned
and
fense
Robert L. Egolf, Director of
Wunderlich stated that the
Westfall doesn't feel now
versities has not helped USF's
the offense must be presented to
"TWO CATERING Services
son. "We were told either to
Student Health Services at e!lrollment ei:ther. Students that both Fontana and DeSoto chief way that the University
the judge before he will issue a pay it here or to go down- aren't ·n ecessary, but we need
USF. He stated that both readily attend schools lar · will be full by next Septem-. discovers these arrests are
,
warrant.
•·
,
, ..1.,
sides of the question have enough away from home· ·so ber.
through the media. He denied
THERE ARE personnel, fire town. It's easier to pay it•· 'to'doc-away with the compulso.8SF co-ed Fran Felty. apdoes
"USF
good ~rguments.
"The level of growth at USF any close association with the peared before the Boar~ of marshals or.janitors who some- )lere. { \f]a.',ff•,:11~ i!!.t!.n!ion of ry food plan. Our problem is
they need campus housing,
not have a 11.olicy concerning yet close enough to ho~e to will continue at the same rate local law enforcement offi- Disciplin~ and Appeals Friday times enter the student dorm trying tci t hahge the ~}lppeal. not with Morrisons but with
'the piµ,' " he said, · "but be able to have frequent vis- next year, with that rate cials in these matters.
wi'thout a :warrant or I'm for more. parking space. the Administration to allow
of the
on the charges
.. sale and
.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ I'm for the• transit .system. this", said Gutierrez.
and rooms
of mar13uana
possession
counseling on birth control is
evisufficient
.
!s
there
If
__
. . . . . bdein,g too slt~w tot fhallve both ..
1ts. .. •··- . ___ _,.__ . ..
"It's got to be changed,
available at the health cen- 1 The school appropriations
These are the th·ings t~at I
arms opera mg a u capa,c- dence to convict a student, LSD. The Board decided not
said Anderson.
yes",
-·
nter1
:be_-should
.
think-the-SG
i er."
Justice
Chief
case.
the
hear
to
explained
e
h
t
fall,"
next
explained
by
ity
by
Wunderlich
about
that were brought
Morrisons will be
think
"I
_prethey
said
Torrence
·
AI
estecirn."
~ "Doctors at USF do pre- the teacher strike also had a Westfall.
course the administration folNext came a question about willing to go with us", contin•
scribe birth control pills to bearing on. USF\ ;enrollment.
Westfall is "pla!lning" for lows. First the administration fered to wait until she had
the catering service on cam- ued Gutierrez.
.some coeds," he said, "but Though the increase enabled 1200 r esidents for next year reviews facts and evidence. been heard in Federal Courts.
' "I don't live on campus and
.these are hormones used in USF to accept more students, a nd will open DeSoto if he can Then have an interview with Miss Felty was arrested early
pus.
"I feel that Morrisons is a
the correction of female disor- the increase did not seem to
the student. Student Personnel in September and is scheduled
I don't eat the food," said Anmonopoly on campuS," said derson, so I can't say, but my
ders." Coeds who ask for "the bring to USF more students1
Deans then determine if this to appear in Tampa Criminal
Gutierrez. "I'll go to jail to main complaint is the compul26.
March
Court
University
.I
of
.
is a . violation
pill" to prevent pregnancy, needing m-campus housing.
(From Page 1)
. . . ....
-~.,. .
prove that it's_an . oppressive sory food plan. It's ridiculous.
are "referred to their family Of the total number of stuj
or at another university and monopoly. We · are an op- lt's the Administration's fault
physicians."
dents enrolled at USF, 70 per
still have another academic pressed student body."
camoff
or
home,
at
live
cent
for allowing this to be."
· The pros and cons of birth
year at USF. The student's acThe new Bill of Rights says
"WHY DO .WE have to pickcontrol pills and related topics pus.
ademic year is determined by · et Morrisons downtown?, students have the right to live
has
opening
not
"DeSoto's
will be given attention twice
his first date of enrollment at came a question.
grief both personally
and eat where they want.
at USF during February. caused
.institution of higher learnan
those
show
Westfall
to
have
''We
financially,"
·
an&.
First at a three day seminar
ing.
WHY ·DON'T we refuse to
downtown,"· Cp.me the answer.
and then as a Focus Debate said.
. TO COOPERATE with the
relations with eat for a couple of days and
public
"Our
made
be
to
had
DECISIONS
topic.
Selective Service Boards and the community is really, Morrisons will do someconcerning what to do about
- - -- - - USF students now have the
to solve the problems of "aca- poor", said Anderson. "I thing?" asked a student.
the employees who had been ' opportunity to· discuss · career
demic years" the Selective think most students on camAnderson replied, "If you
Director
the
with
filed
be
will
open
Hall.
an
hired for DeSoto
Seven proposals for
questions with faculty memReport will be for- pus ·are pretty goo_d. We need want to do something, you'll
Service
· John Hopkins; hired for the bers through a "Meet the De- dorm program will be consid- 'of Housing and Food Services.
warded to coincide with the
opportunity in a few
position of reside!lt instructor partment" series initiated by ered by USF resident women,
The proctor system would student's academic year as a public ·relations campaign - have the
going to eat eiWe're
weeks.
community."
the
with
at DeSoto, would have found the College of Liberal Arts. . Dean Margaret Fisher an- be the only · program that
maintained by the Selective
or none at
food
the
all
ther
himself without a job, had it
Thursday's
last
at
would not require additional Service.
A meeting sponsored by the nounced
"AND WHAT of the Ora- all."
asked.
someone
department of Geology, the meeting of the Student Gov- fonds and could be put into efcle?"
USF only reports 'to the
"Why don't we complain on
fect sooner than any of the local board when the student
second in the seri~s, will be ernment.
Gutierrez answered, "I don't
The Dean of Women had other programs, · possibly by first registers here, at the end think the Oracle is . a free our l;md and stop ruining our
held in UC 255 today at 2 p.m.
public relations?" asked a
The meeting is sponsored by been invited to speak before Quarter I of. next year.
o( each academic year (the press."
By JOHN CALDERAZZO
student.
Under this system, one or Annual Report), when the stuthe Geology Club and all stu- the legislature on the subject
Anderson r e p 1 i e d, "We
Statt Writer
two residents would supervise dent does not attend for two need to' make •the Oracle as ·
dents interested in the earth of open hours.
ANDERSON a: n S· w e r e d,
The International Student.·
"I have raised the question the lobby entrance of each consecutive terms and when student controlled as .possi- . . "The community gets the
USF's debate team of Paul Organization will have its scien·ces are invited tci attend.
.The astronomy department of open halls every year," dorm from 12 p.m. to 6 a.m. he graduates.
.
wrong picture of' USF by a
ble."
Levick, 3CBS, and Robert third party of the quarter Fritentatively scheduled a Dean Fisher said, "but this is daily, ip rotation. A system
has
Lucas asks that students
. "A controlled press is not a photograph taken by an out. Randall, 4POL, debated for day at 8 p.m. in the Universimeeting for Feb . .19, · and the ' the first year that we have ·similar to the present proctor having problems in getting free press", said Gutierrez. side news service of a beard
three days against eight other ty Chapel Fellowship.
duty on telephones.
department of psychology has had concrete proposals.''
their status clarified should "That's just iny opinion. Of and sandals on campus. .. We
university teams in the 16th
Athenaeum girls will host expressed interest in the proThe proposed programs will
Three key systems are in- get, in writing, information course I will work through the need to get out of here."
Harvard National Invitational the event in the nightclub
, be discussed by residents · of cluded in the proposals, but that is needed from USF from system, until I r each the
Gutierrez went on, " This is
;Debate Tournament t h i s style atmosphere the chapel . gram..
assis- each living unit during the pe- \ the main draw-back to any their local board.
Zerla,
J.
Frederic
Dr.
We're missing classes,
great.
all
You
Refusal".
"Great
e,
,veekend in C am b r i d g
assumes each Friday night.
.THE REGISTRAR'S Office have your rights, now exer- but it'.s the first time there:ve
tant professor of mathemat- riod from February 10-28. The key system is the unpredictMass., but they don't know
Dancing, refreshments and ics; whci conceived the pro- Board of Standards chairmen able costs resulting from the cannot act on just the inforbeen this rriany people her~."
else them.
how well they spoke.
"oldie but gciodie'' movies are gram, hosted the 'first meet- . for all halls will · meet · .,o n loss of keys.
mation provided by the stuinvited.
are
ONE STUDENT said in
"The comp!!tition ran two on tap and all
"IF THE BILL of Rights is
Other programs to be con- dent and must have it in writing with students last Wednes- ··March 3 to canvas r esults and
"In Chicago, s01pe
closing,
take
will
we
hours overtime and w e
then
passed,
not
day in the University Center. prepare proposals to be for- sidered by the women are a ing from the Local Board.
cquldn't stay for the final tab•
This prevents delays in r e- it - part by part - to court, · professors' were barred from
Dr. Adolph W. Goodman, pro- warded to the Dean of Student security patrol plan and a suulation of scores because we
fessor of mathematics, pre- Affairs and the Student Af- pervisory staff plan, both of ' turning the student to his stu- and ultimately to the Supreme_ class. I don't want to see that
··
sented an informal talk on ca- fairs Committee for approval. which would require appropri- dent status. Those students court, if necessary. You all here." ·
had a plane to catch," said
~re
we're
what
"That's
Bill
the
of
copy
a
get
Michael Kaplan, graduate asshould
to
any,
if
university
the
request,
budget
wishing
The
ations of between $15,000 and not
reer opportunities for math
I.
.
Faculty salary conversions majors with a question and
sistant in Languages-Literareport their progress to their of Rights in room 219 of the for," said Gutierrez. "Vio•
$2.5,000 per year.ture and adviser to the ..debate and reversions of contracts answer period.
The final altern a tive · is to Local Board should not com- UC. The ' Oracle is going to lence ls an excuse. We won't
riot. We won't capture buildteam. "We'll be mailed · tire from 12 months to 9 months
keep the · present program plete the Selective Service In- pr int it."
Dr. Zerla saiq the purposes
will be discussed today at 2 of the program are threefold;
Another question ra ised· by ings. We won't close classes.
formation Request Card.
results sometime this week."
with modifications.
Talking is an alternative to viIt was the team's first effort p.m. in PHY 141 (the P hysics "To help freshmen and sopho. olence. The important thing is
in the annual tournament, Building auditorium). The mores decide on their majors,
to vote in the SG election."
which this year hosted teams meeting, · called · by the USF to pr0mote closer contact beStudents who attended a
chapter of the American Assa- tween faculty and students,
from 32 universities.
Dr.
. Levick and Randall debated ciation of University Profes- and to advise upper levei stu- lecture here last week by
chairman
Canfield,
Lincoln
D.
duos from Harvard, Colum- sors (AAUP), is open to the dents about graduate schools
of the ·department of F oreign
general faculty, Dr. Graham and programs."
·bia , Cornell, McGill, Oberlin, .
and Linguistics at
Langauges
"We have high hopes for the
Northwestern, Houston and Solomons, chapter president,
announced.
program," Zerla said. "Stu- the University of Rochester ,
The AAUP salary commit- dents and faculty seem to be took a tour of the United
George Washington.
. The topic debated was, Re- ; tee will present its ·r eport. driftin~ apart, and we feel the States, and England, as the
The power of God to imsolved: That executive control Members of the committee il).- meetings will reopen the lines visiting professor outlined the •
prove human experience imdiffer ent dialects of English
of U.S.' foreign policy should elude Drs. Gordon Brunhild ol communication."
' mediately will be the theme of
spoken in each area.
be significantly curtailed. (Economics), Donald Lichten-·
a lecture f';) be given Tuesday, ·
Dr. Canfield presented imi•
Teams alternately took oppo- berg (Education), , and, Her.
F ebruary 11, \ly Jules Cern,
Monday
Closed
Library
mann Stelzner (Sp e.e c h),
tations of five major dialects
site sides of the topic.
· Christian S c i e n t i s t of
The University Library will currently spoken in the United
. Kaplan said the tournament chairman.
Scarsdale, New York.
·Announcement of the annual be closed Monday for Gaspa- ·s tates and admitted that the
provided the team with excelMr. Cern, a member of .the ..
l.ent experience. "A lot of uni- meeting of the Florida Confer- rilla Day. The Library will re- way people behave, and their
Christian Science Board of
versities now know about USF ence of the AAUP will be sume normal operating hou.r s. attitudes in general, are an
. Lect11reship, will speak in
tliat hadn't previously,''- lie given; The state group will Tuesday, Dennis Robison, ref- important element in their
CTR 252, at 2 p.m.
Wei!
Tue
Spell
Ca'nt
Sombodi
speech,
erence libra-rian, said•.
meet here Feb. 14-15.
said.

UC

APO ·Brothers Clean Chinsegut

USF ·ooctor,

Westfall Says DeSoto Hall
Open In September
May Not _

Garner Gives Procedures
For Searching USF Dorms_

Students Talk
On 'The Pill'

So Far, 18 Students
Caught With Drugs

SG ·Candidates
M'eet On - Patio

Fe Ity Hearl ng
· d
.. 0Stp()ne
P

,Students Can

Draft Rules
Updafed .Here

~

~

'Meet The
Departments' Under Consideration,

·USF Debate

Team Spoke
At Harvard UCF Offers

Party Friday

Faculty Salaries
Discussed Today

St·udents Take
'Speech' Tour; ,
With Linguist

God Power;
Lecture, Topic

,.,,

"

f·

..

Administrators View
Housing~Food Rules

Free Speech Board Here

Do you have an idea, a than 8" x 11". Free Spe·ech
_ commentary, a criticism, a committee members will repoem, a plea, a plan, a .plight, trieve and date the material
cir something you just have to daily. If there is room on the
say? Rejoice, for your hour bulletin board at the time
has come.
the material is submitted, .it
The voiceless masses . now will be posted immediately. If
have a voice, -in the form of a no space is available, materiFree Speech Bulletin Board al will be placed on a waiting
located on the south side of list according to the date re1-.
. the . Univ~rsity· Center (UC)
ceived.
.
The material will be posted
al public," is "not the case- · Again, King said that stu- anything the student . wanted lobby.
By RAY Z0GORSKI
Any student with the enrgy for five days. __
here. - the University has its dents were aware of the ad- as long as they "would pay
Asst. Copy Editor
missions policy which re- the freight." He said. with the to pick up a pencil, pen, or
Material need not be signed,
own food service."
Now that the housing and
existing housing policy this of- magi,c marker ·~11 be able to and there will be no censorhip
"No one's forcing them quires on campus living.
food policies have been at- (students) to attend this UniKing did not think a large fice was "able to keep 'rent ' "speak out" by placing his for reasons other than size,
tacked, what do those who de- versity. If this was the only number of people violate the low in the face· of rising costs material in the Free . Speech but students are asked to refend, or should we say have to state university we could tallc , housing policy. "We run I b~Ja!Jse we are able to pro- ibox at the UC desk.
frain •from abusing their right
defend, the policy say.
Material must ,be no larger to free speech.
this." King emphasized that checks. If there was any large ject high occupancy."
Dean of Student Affairs Her- each student gets a catalog
number it would . show up
The state gives this univer-1
bert Wunderlich said that the which clearly outlines housing quickly."
sity no money for housing and
University in its concern for and food policy before he
KIND DID not think the food -facilities. ;Dormitories on ,
the health and welfare of its comes to the University.
large growth of apartments in this camBus are ',100 per cent
students de.cided from its out- .
King's interview took place the university area attributed f.in.anced ·over a 40.year period
set,, to proyide more than just last Friday, at the same time to t)le vacancy of De Soto with a bon~i11g arra~gement.
I
classrooms.
Kappy Kidd, 2CBS, was circu- Hall this year. "You have to Any thought of ihci:easing dor-·
",There • is an educational lating a petition calling for remember," he said, "many mitories on campus ·would be ' '
reason for housing," he sa~d. improved food quality and of the students Jiving off-cam- a 1 question of money accord"It was felt at the time of service, the elimination of pus are Tampa residents." ing to King.
University formation that the • mandatory food plans, and "There are many reasons why
AT PRESENT, · the housing
short time spent in class- the installation of another De Soto is not filled (among office is , considering the finrooms and library would ·not
food service · on campus to them the higher price)," he ishing of Andros Residence
be ·enough for . those students·
said, "it is a "year ahead of its complex. When asked if recompete with Morrisons.
interested in a total educatime."
cent criticisms of the housing
KING
WAS
asked
of
the
tional environment.
The
extension
of
on-campus
policy
would make the hous"WE ALSO wanted to make possibility of changing the housing to Tampa residents, ing office reconsider policy
food
policy
for
residents
from
the resident halls more tµan a
said King, was not a despera- King said he felt that there
place to eat, sleep, and study, the mandatory 15 or 21 meals tion effort to get people on ,were only a few complaints
per
week
contracts.
"The
food
mainly an opportunity for p~r·campus, but a procedure lione and that 2800 students were
sonal growth and develop- servke can supply anything every year as dorm spots satisfied with the housing arHoping for your name on the door
ment."
. students want," he said, ' «as open during second quarter.
rangements.
someday?
long
as
they
are
\_yilling
to
, Wunderlich said _that onlY
King ·said that housing
King called the housing polifootthe
bill.
Name
on
the.door!
Carpet
on the floor! It can happen·to you: Just
until recently it was the cusspace needed is predicted cy, a "control point" for the
keep your nose to the flintstone - keep sparking with those
tom to let students live where
Every deviation (from the · from 'enrollment figures of number of people the Univerbright ideas. Meanwhile, consider a really brilliant idea from your
they wish, often in "attics, ga- policy) sends the price per those required to live on ca_m- sity can ~du'cate. Through the
New York life Representative. It's modern life insurance for colrages, and so forth. we decid- meal up .. The objective of this pus under existing policy. He use of the resident .halls as a
lege students. It offers excellent protection now for the benefit
ed to provide this service for office," he said, in line with · said De Soto hall wasn't ex- controlling factor, the univerof your parents and, later on, for the family you'll have. What's
the student. But who pays for stude.nts, is to "supply quality pected to be filled this year. sity can control the number of
more, this life in~urance can provide the ready cash (no questions
it; there are problems here." housing and food at the lowest
asked) you may one day need to convert one of your bright ideas
THE CLAIMS that students people attending the universiThis led to the present fi- 1 possible cost."
into a going business. Speak with your New York Life Representaare forced to live in Fontana ty, and .plan for efficient
tive before the term ends! There's no obligation, and someday
nancial arrangement on the , Food service is provided by and DeSoto hall is false, King growth, being able. to "shut
you will be glad you did!
dorms and a housing policy competitive bidding. Morri- said. The student, upon being the spigot off," _when enrollt.hat would · insure occupants. son's present contract runs notified all on campus housing ment housing facilites are
Director. of Housing and out in 1971.
is taken, is asked if /le still filled. "Our resident hall poliFood Services Raymond Ki11g
K:IND ·wAS asked :about the Wanls to live on off-campus cy helps keep our control fig.
1;11s·o defendeq · and' explained charges that the housing poli- housing. "We're not obligated, ure stable/' King said.
·the policy. ,
· . - cy was more restrictive that but we do have a moral com- 1 KING WAS asked if recent
CONCERNING food service, _at other state universities mittment to assist them be- granting of visitation hours
King said, that the "use of the (only freshmen are required cause we encouraged them to was in any way a concession
. word monopoly, is errone- to live on campus at the Uni- build here."
to · dorm students. He attribons," in · refering to Morri- versity of Florida and Florida ·
Dean of Men Charles· Wildy uted the grant to the approprison's food contract with the ' State). '!We think we're in attributeli the vacancy to an ateness of 'time, changing stuUniversity. The "cornering of . line," he said, "who's right increase in the number of jun- dent population·, not the need
a market for the whole gener- • . and who's wrong?"
ior college transfer students to compefe with off campus
Reggie Sedita
over· 21 and a decrease in. the apartments.
number of freshmen entering
"I disagree," said King,
the University.
" that we couldn't pay for dorBoth King and Wildy agreed mitories without the restr1cNew York Life lnsuran~e
that •off campus apartments tive poljcy."
Company
Meanwhile, the following
had their ,place. Wildy said .
,1100 Exchange Natianal
Bank Building
apartment incre ases. was not add can -be found in the classi229-0461
a threat but actually wanted 'tied ads page of the Oracle:
to balance -out the ltousing "Refuse to cooperate with th,e ,
program for those , over 21. housing arn;L fodd .service an9Wildy said, that the rnQre re- get away with if.. For info and
strictive poligy._, here was,, in · counseling contact° Paul Wal'par1 , due to·ttte·,makeup ·of the lace."
, ·,:-: ~... ~"''
Next week: Some more stusurrounding area, not having
many resident buildings like dent views and conclusive teFSU in Tallahassee and UF in marks.
Gainesville.
- -,- - - - -- - - - ~
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Friday,.February 14,
explore
an
•
•
eng1neer1ng career
· on earth's
last frontier.
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THE HOtJSING office helps
studentsJin'd off-camp.us. housing when they reach the requirements of the housing pol-

\ '

..
~ fi,~

1

Our backlog of or~ers running for years ahead means
competitive starting salaries, career secu rity, with you r
way up wide open , It also mea ns scope fo r all yo ur
abilities. We're involved with nuc lear ship propulsion
and refuel ing, nuclea r airc raft ca rrie r and submarine
building, !!Ven automation. We' re a major bu ilder of
giant water power and heavy industrial equipment.
We're starting to apply our nautical nuclear know,how
to the fast expanding ffeld of nuclear electrical power
/
,
generation on land-.
lnte,rested in an advanced degree or research? We're.
next door to Virgin ia Associated Research Center with
one of the world 's largest synchrocyclotrons, offering
.advanced study in . high energy physics. We're close to
Old Dom inion College and University of Virginia Extension Division, where you can get credifs for a master's
degree, or ta ke courses in. Microwave Theory, Solid
State Electronics, -Nuclear Engi nee°ring and other ad•
vanced subjects. Ask about scholarsh ips, tuition grants,
and special leaves to implement these study and re•
search opportunities.
Ask, too, about the pleasant living and lower living costs,
he re in the hea rt of Virginia's historic seaside vac:ation
land, with su perb beaches, golf, fish ing, boating, hunting.

IMMEDIATE ENGINEERING CAREER OPENINGS

Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Ma rine Engineers
Industria l Engineers
Systems Analysts

Naval Architects
Nuclear Engineers
Civi l Engineers
Metallurgical Engineers

See our represenbtive
G, 0. Vaughn
f riday, February_14
He'll be at the Placem ent Office to answer questions,
dis~uss qualificatio.ns,_take applications fo r fast action.

Newport .News@
SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY,
. .
NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA

._f.,.

An Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. Cit izensh ip Required.

FEELING
DEPRESSED •

icy.· ' _;

· Wildy and ~ing· agreed 'that
a change in e~ting policy is
not likely. · King said again
that his office c9.uld provide

PEOPLE'S-_.

,:;

Talk with Newport News On-Campus Career Consultant about engineering openings- at world's
largest shipbuilding company-where your future
is as big as today's brand new ocean.

·

·.

•..

CAPITAUSM

l¥

·s-1,000 Grant

Witho~t- revolution, the o,vnership of U.S. industry has quietly
.i ,~sed into the hands ofthe pe07,le, not the Government.
. The.electric utility induitry, for ·example, is,.partly owned. by
4;0!)0;000 individuals directly ••• partly owned by _135,000,000
with life insurance ( whose insurance·companies hol_d shares _
'70rth $23 billions) ••• and p,iitly o,vned by tlie millions with
. savings accounts. More people have more savings-$50 billions
,-invested in electric utilities than in any other U.S. industry.
Thus, yo~1r p,u-ents (Qr you) may own p,irt of Florida's four
investor-owned electric companies.
·
.1
That's "people's cnpitalism."
In communist countries, the ·
name's the snm'e, but not the game.
Flo1ida'1 Et,ctric•Companies ._ Taxpay/ng. ln~to,-o~ ; ,d
.FLORIDA POWER I, LIGHT COMPA,NY • GULF POWER COMPANY
F~ORIDA POWER CORPORATION• TAMPA ELECTRIC COMPANY

,***********'****************

·~-~----------·
- ----•I
.

.

'

.

•

I

, The Robert D. Wray Construction Company of St. Petersburg has awared a $1,000
gift to the USF Foundation,
designated for use by the
Structures, Materials,/ and ·
Fluic! Department of the College of.Engineering.
The money will be used to
develop a method t9 calculate ·
, the ef,fect on salinity from
dredging ·bay~ and estuaries
and to look at the possible effect of transplanting. seagrass.
The gift by the Wray Construction Company was an initial gift · for an endowment
fund which will·foitiate the research of the Tampa Bay
under the direction of .Dr.
Bernard Ross, professor, Colle~e of Engineering;.
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VALUABLE COUPON
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FOR
'-

Your own special "Charisma" -

ABOUT THAT
O[D·C-AR OF YOURS?

I
I

SEE THE

au·y ONE PIZZA

"BETTER IDEA MEN" ,
RALPH

SNOOK
AL-L'UCKEY ··
' ,

.1

'

. pulsing with pizazz and fashion-,
powe red! Introducing the junior
fashion in the super-short
length. Border ·print, s coopy
neckline and flippy sleeves
edged in la ce. Turn ~n in
orange or blue, 3-1~, 28.00 in
Jr. Dresses, West Shore Plaza,
North Gat.e and Downtown,
T ampa

~,.:

Ask forjt~em ·h name
,. anct SAVE!

They have the answer to
your transportation problems. :,
·
Mustang • Falcan - Ca bra.
Fairlane - Galaxy

Bill' Currie Ford
3401 Florida Ave.

I

Attention - you get it in
Villager's®scooter skirt ;:{ ·
with the split p ersonality•
Front p anel hides the fact
that it's a p ant skirt. In cot-

ton denim, 6-14, 16.0(). With· ~·\
it, a sheer cotton seersucker
long ;,Ieeve shirt, 8-16, 12.00.
Both in Maas Village Shop-, , •• , •
West ·Shore Plaza. North
Downtown, Tampa,

Gate,

JERRY STERNSTEIN

Hijackings

0~CLE

~~
4- U. of South Florida, , February I, 1969

Have Become

EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

Costly Joke
The guide to a successful hijacking was issued to pilots of the
major airlines serving Miami last
week. It is indeed a commendable
and worthwhile piece of material
which enables the pilot of the commandeer ed aircraft to communicat e in Spanish with his hi-jacker .

"Decent," free Press~
-~ .It happened.
The University has a "free"
press and those who thought it
would not be possible to print a
free newspaper have had the op· portunity to see what one looks
J1ike.
The Tatelman Free Press, as
the free newspaper has been baptized, is a one-man publication,
" ~i'ewing one man's opinions and
..completely divorced from journalistic ethics, professional responsibility and sound reasoning.
·

It is true that the staff has been
gre~tly encouraged by. this national recognition; .however, at no
point have the editors of The Oracle directed editorial content and
good journalistic practices toward
winning contests.
Those of us publishing The Oracle have had extensive journalism
training -where we have learned
the difference between "decent"
and "libelous" journalism. We all
agree that the journalism program
offered by' the University could be
of tremendous help to prospective
editors of so-called "free publications."

'

Within the last y ear over 50
United States and other national
airplanes have been sky pirated to
that lovely p aradise island which
Fidel Castro calls home. The Sky
pirates strike at
random and with
out ' regard to
time schedules.,
air - traffic · congestion, or passenger safety.
Besides the
great inconvenience of it all
there seems t o be
a feeling circulating these· days,
that it is all some
kind of joke. However, the fact of the matter is, it
is not.

IT IS VERY unfortunate that
this '- second publication cannot
offer The Oracle any competition.
The reason? We at The Oracle
PASSING ON to· the second achave a responsibility with th~ s.tu- count in Tatelman Free Press we
dents of this ·University: that of in- see a misleading question. The
forming them and not misleading Free P ress Editor asks: "Did you
them through the use ·of yellow notice that The Oracle has started
journalism involvig character def- endorsing candidates?"
amation, name calling and maWell, it is obvious that the writl_icious commentary.
er of the article did not take time
The first issue of Tatelman's to go through old issues of The
What makes these sky-jackers
"free" press is representative of Oracle, which we had been happy
so brave that they dare comwhat future issues will be like.
to provide for him, where he would
mandeer a com mer cia l a ir line fr om
Two Oracle editors happened to have been able to see that we have
anywhere in the s outhern hemisbe chosen for personal atta,c k on endorsed candidates in student
pher e to Cuba? Seemingly the
the initial issue. We are not going elections. The "free" writer exanswer lies in the t otal inability•of
to make any comments c0ncerning plains tliat our newspaper only inthe
governments involved or more
the erroneous facts attributed by formed students _ about "certain
pertinently-the airlines invoJved to
the poisonous free press to the two candidates" in the upcoming elecinstitute safeguards to their paseditors.
·
tions.
sengers against this air piracy.
However, we would advise
That is not true. We had a front
The United States Congress has
those involved in the publication to page story (Jan. 29) · about the
made
it a felony to hi-jack a Unitask ques~ons before they publish Human Rights party and, contrary
them, anyway) a p p 1 i e d for re80 per cent occupied. The Regents say ed Stat es commercial airliner, big
By STUART THAYER
malicious lies accusing people of to what the "free _press" says, we
only 20 per week at 75 per cent occupanemployment.
Stat! Writer
being "paranoid" and "silly little did mention the n ames of the stucy is possible for undergraduates - with deal. Tl)is is about as effective as
asking Castro to return the hibiddies."
dents running .for- president and
Two years ago, the State Council of
BY HAVING responded to these crianother 15 periods needed for graduate
jackers
post haste.
ses
the
Legislature
will
be
able
to
be
students.
IN THE "FRONT pagJ " ac- vice president of th~ said party.
.Student Body Presidents got hot under mu~h more tight-f\sted on• the education
And so, day after day the tragic
Libraries would be hard hit, too. The
count of the "two most powerful
WE ENDORSED candidates ac- the collar because the new quarter sys• budgets thifi year. Legislators are vowstudents on campus," the "free"
cor ding to theii: qualifications and tern was to go into effect th~t fall, and ing no ne..y taxes again, and they ;111ay subcommittee thinks enough money to comedy of 1 the air is replayed, as
serve 15 per cent of a university's under- fir st~ National Airlines plane then
get away with it_because the public IS
newspaper goes on to explain that
past experience. We did not look at the state Legislature at the time wanted
graduates per week in the Library is
an Eastern or a TWA takes its deOracle editors "think the newspa- a ny candidate's. skin color or eth- to charge Florida's students $150 for 11 · saying it's ·the students' and the teach•
adequate.
The Regents insist on 25 per
tour to the tropical red island.
ers' turn to let the Legislature have its
per is a fun little toy for them and nic background. ·
cent capacity, a figure which is called
weeks of •instruction in the state univerway. But this year, the budgets .will be
Passengers are even afraid of
their friends ."
To be .even .more specific, The sity'system.
traditional. The figure at the USF Li•
'
more important to students and teachers
joking
about "going to Cuba" for
brary
has
been
running
30
per
cent.
It would be convenient at this Oracle gave Ernie Gutierrez apThe Council thought this was f<1-r too and they have more to lose than two
fear
of
being picked up on charges
time to make it clear to the edi- proximately 5Q inches of cover- much to pay. It liked the first proposed years ago.
If the Legislature adopts the subcomof
conspiring
to hi-jack a n airliner.
tors, or editor'. of _the "free" news- age in the Jan~ary 29 issue, more
mittee's
kind
of
formula
(it's
now
only
a
tuition rate of $f00 much better. More
Why? When budget cutting time final. !?aper t?at the editors of. Th~ Ora- than it was giv en, the other candi- students would then be able to go .t~, -ly enqs in May, .ther:e may be no sta!e recommendation) for any length of time,
The case in p oint just recently
cle ~ed_1_c ate · ~ost of their tur_ie
_,·,g,9-{~:.. ::.
/
school because the poorer of them · funds for student assistants anywhere m · say through 1970, jt-o:Will- ra:er-tainly face
occur r ed :at ·-.Tampa· International ·
publlshmg a decent,, resp~nsible- ··· · The wr iter of Tatelm·an's Free wouldn't have to pay that extrl!, $50/ Arljl; .. · e mversity system, at least if the the,,,1967 and 1968 stl!.q~_11,t. ,;.)E!a~1;1i: !l!!:- '-'1Airport - where one passenger
simultaneously_at next year's ses•
after;-·all-,- it then cost students $20 per , Legislature really gets nasty.
D:ewspaper of the best quality pos- Press goes on to explain why he
sion. ,With USF's student population ex• awaiting his flight to Miami said,
term less for three weeks_ad.ditional in·
s1ble . th
· issue
·
I.:ast fall , the category that was re- pected to triple by 1980, USF could be a , "Well I a lways wanted to go to
took an entire
of ~-1s "free "
struction in a trimester than the Legisla•·
At e same fime, the ~ d I'tor of' -. _:press
t o cut down The racle. He ture·
duced;mQst drastically between the USF leading participant.
"Cuba, I guess now I'll get the
for
the
new
system.
was
·proposing
th~ f1~e_e pr ess,, must real~ze th at says that before he graduates from
request and final Regents approval in
cha:nce." At that mom ent an FBI
THE COUNCIL members , called for
the Regents general budget was the
this little toy of. ?urs mvolves USF, he would like to see a "deAND TAKING the current ~900·
agent slithered out from behind his
peaceful demonstrations at each state
Other Personnel Services (OPS) column. million gap between all state agency re.• __- concealed p anel a nd took the poor
more p~rsonal sacrifices~ on _both cent r esponsible" newspaper.
the social and academic I sides,
' ,,
university to_Jet the in•session Legisla- The OPS section contains the great maquests and projected revenues in the _ unsuspecting tour ist away for inture know· they meant business. Tuition
than any 'o ther activity, including
STUDENTS HAVE h a d a
jority of.student assistant funds.
whole state budget, elimination of all t errogation.
construction requests for state education
that of chit-chatting in t he .coffee . chance t o evaluate for themselves was finally set at $125.
TWO YEARS ago, Gov. Claude Kirk
would lop off about $500•million, still
Thus, the situation. has becom e
The Legislature reconvenes in about
shop or "philosophizing" about un- his c;oncept of a "decent, responsi-asked
the
other
state
universities
to
leaving
a
gap
of
$400•million.
So,
axing
totally
absurd. Neither the governtwo
months.
Tuition
will
go.
up
to
$150,
real idealisms in a secret meeting.
ble" newspa per in the first issue of
possibly higher. And· the Council, al• pitch in to help give Florida State Uni- capital outlay would be just for openers.
ment nor. the airline companies
Most editors in our newspaper Tatelman's Free Press.
' though. still _not o~erjoyed at the $150 fig- ·· versity some kind of OPS budget beThe rest of the budget gap .could be have put much effort into stopping
It would have been nice to have ure, wmnot protest - it agrees with leg- cause he had vetoed all of it. Both the
h ave sacrificed their grade point
eliminated
by new taxes - those "in- this m a ss exodus of criminals,
averages, social lives and even some •"healthy" and clean co,m pe- islators who . say the state needs the
Regents and" governor have hit OPS very
formed"
sources
are throwing about the Communist sympathizer s and antiweekends to m ake The Oracle a
tition. Unfortunately, The Oracle extra money. But it may consider pro• hard in that time.
figure $300•million - even though every• war advocates who have found
, b etter student newspaper.
cannot , compete with T atelman's testing if tuitibn goes much higher than
It appears, then, as if the Regents one wants a · balanced budget. That
that it costs less to buy a t icket to
IT JS ESSENTIAL to mention Free Press, s imply because there that.
OPS request of $29.8•million, including wouldn't necessarily eliminate new Miami tha n to Sweden.
Last year, Florida's primary and sec- USF's share of $1.35-million, may be just taxes. Yet too many legislators and cabiat this point that these sacrifices
are m any differences of principles,
a pipedream. If it is, and no substantial net members are also saying plans for
Safeguards can and must be inh ave not been in vain, since The convictions and training between ondary school teachers, after plenty of
Oracle has been praised as one
our editors and the editors of the warning, decided to resign en masse be- increase in the projected $39.50 per head new taxes and continued growth should stituted to· stop the now almost
cause the Legislature still had not approstudent activities fee is levied, (which in be delayed until the 1970 session.
daily unscheduled flights to Cuba.
the best college weeklies in the na- "free" press.
priated enough money, in their opinions,
turn could raise tuition over $150) a good
The
first, could be the checking by
It
looks
as
if
the
Legislature,
relativetion by professional newspapermen
In any case , The Oracle, as al- for state education. After three weeks, many student jobs on campus may also
ly
free
from
pressure
from
educational
fluoroscopic
instr uments, which do
and r anks with the best student ways, welcomes competition, even the lawmakers agreed to a special fund• be pipedreams after July.
groups and faced with voter insistence
exist,
of
.
passengers
who have
"Tatelman's Free Press."
n ewspapers. ing session . and the teachers (niost of
Al.so highly vulnerable, and of more on holding the line on taxes, will only weapons . If this is found unfeasigeneral concern to teachers, are the cap- postpone facing up to the issue of grow- ble, then all persons who carr y a
ital outlay budgets for both kindergarten ing educational needs.
gun onto a pla ne should be m a de to
to high school (K.12) through junior col•
The price of this frugality may be a
specify the nature for his carrying
lege, and the state university system.
halt of normal growth, perhaps the elim- it.
This means new buildings.
·
ination of student jobs next year, a
Anyone who carries a gun for
freeze
in university admissions, and
STATE SUPERINTENDENT of Publegal
reasons should not in the
more
discontent
in
the
schools.
Thus,
in
lic Instruction Floyd Christian has suggested that no new construction for the a year from now, the Legislature will be least mind the slight inconvenience
forced to face yet another crash funding
of either m ethod. It seems that
K·l2 and ji,mior college programs will be
only those with devious intentions
funded. In fact, state Comptroller Fred project in the doubly charged atmowould mind, and the powerful NaDickinson has been quoted as saying of sphere of a state election year.
the entire state budget that programs en-tional Rifle Association couldn't
couraging growth -should not be funded
scream foul play at this scheme eiT_HE OTHER VOICE is open to has an important say in the way his soci- survival of mankind (which Y admit a this year sine~ it was this growth that
ther.
ety is run. .
.
completely totalitarian world is capable
was causing the financial cris~s.
-'"Y student interested in ideas,
As a last note on this air piracy
This new order of things would guarof ensuring) there are other implicaFor the Regents and USF, this would
another
fact has come to light.
particula rly ideas he feels The antee unequivocally the right of man to tions.
mean, probably, that all of its building
determine his own direction and to go
T hat is Fidel Castro is char ging
It is my opinion that ,t he h·istory of
requests
would
be
cut.
Certainly
USF
Oracle omits or that hee disa- about
it in whatever ma~mer ·he wishes,
February 5, 1969
ma:!'.! has been one long attempt at creat- would stand a chance of -getting no capieach airline whose plane lands a t
grees with The Oracle on.
as long as he <loes not- infringe on some• ing a society in which the individual has
Jose Marti Air port a landing fee of
tal
outlay
for
the
next
two
years,
espeVOL.
S
NO.
24
one else's ability to do so.
'
the greatest possible chance of attaining
cially now that the second in a series of
$3,300 p er plane. He has staked ~is
By DOUG GRIFFIN
-In short, students are working the maximum amount of .individual self•
ACP ALL-AMERICAN 1967, 1968
appropriations for the medical school
claim to this fee through the Umttowards a society which enables man ·to
actualization.
·
ANPA PACEMAKER AWARD 1967
($4.5•million) is Jiow doubtful. It- is the
A~ross the face of the world today attain the most fundamentaJ right of all :
ed Natio~s _atJd is requesting the
Published every Wednesday In the school year
That is to say, hi~tory consists of
only continuing building project USF has
I strong currents of change are stirring.
fees be charged to properties conthe ability to choose and pursue ones own
by the University of Soulh Florida 4202 Fowler Ave.,
man's attempt to achieve· a basic state
They are in evidence in France and
right
now,
which
is
the
only
kind
DickinTampa,
F la., 336'20. Second class postage paid at
fiscated
by h im when he took ofdesti_ny free of restrictions.
of happiness. I believe · that ever since son has said should be funded this year. Tampa, F la ., 33601, under Act of Ma r. 3, 1879. Print.
Czechoslovakia, in J apan and Spain, in
ed BY The Times Publishing Company, St. Peters•
fice.
first
man
discovered
fire
or
how
to
the
PARTICIPATORY , DEMOCRACY or
Mexfoo. and G_ermany, irt. South .Africa
What's worse, the .state hasn't even been bu rg.
make a tool,· all social change, whether
able to seli enough bonds to finance the
and yes, even in the United States. Dis• · gras~roots social control is then both a
It seems that not only is th e diCirculation Rates
conscious or non-conscious, has been a
previous capital outlay of two years ago.
conte!lt a-bounds. Contempt for old ways
means to an end and an end in and of itver sion, almost daily, of American
Sing la copy <non-students) •• . .. .. ·-· - . ··· · --- · 10c
result of that quest for happiness.
of thinking about things and ways of self. The implications of this doctrine
So, instead, a Legislative subcommit- Mail subsc riptions .. ······ · ·· · · - ····· · · · $4 School yr. Airlines to Cuba a national dunce
doing them is seen every day.
are, however, even greater tha-:1 that.
Oracle Is written a nd edited by stJdenls at
cap but now insult to injury is comTHE NEW INTERNATIONAL student
tee has asked the state universities to theTheUniversity
of South Florida. Editorial views
What are ,the people who desire fun•
In a world in which man's very exis- movement is then merely a continum of a
herein a re not necessarily t hose of the USF admln•
pounded
as we are charged for our
make
increased
use
of
the
space
they
aldamental -.changes. striving for? In what
tence is threatened by the holocaust of ·several thousand year process. It is, how·
ist ralion.
_
The
Regents
aren't
happy
ready
have.
own
stupidity.
Offices : University Center 222, phone 988-4131;
nuclear, biological, · and chemical ' war
direction do they wish these changes to
ever, different from most if not all past
Publisher a nd General Manager, ext. 618; News, ext.
about· it. The Board claims that instead
take man, and why do they want them to
made all the more ,probable by the spec.
619; Advertising, ext. 620. Deadlines: general news
attempts.
If
believes
that
the
best
socieof increased use of present space, which a nd ads, Wednesday for following ~ ~dnesday; letter_s
tre of mass starvation and social malad.
take him there?
ty will result from the construc,tion of re• may not be enough to · absorb -the in- to editor, s p.m., Thursday; class1fled, 2 p\m., Fri•
Stude!!ts are the primary ,agents, both
justment due to overpopulation, the need
·
sponsive, human institutions and the creased number of students of the next . day.
intellectually and phy; ically, for this
for man to control his destiny becomes · creation of a humanistic consciousness
Editor ··· ····"··-··· · · -· · · ··-·-···· · · · ·· M~rlo G~rcia
Ma naging Editor
· -··········-···conn1e Ha,gley
year or so anyway, there is no substitute
movement toward basic societal change.
all the more urgent.
'
Editorial Chief
. . . •... --··• . . ·--· .. . . . Polly Weaver
on the part of the individual which will
for
new
structures._
:
Ma
ke-up
Editor
.
.
.. . .... .... . --- ·. . . Oscar Ros
, It is interesting that practically everyThe creation of an awareness of the
Assistant Ma ke-up Editor .. -· - · . ___ . .. Garv Frantz
truly allow man to choose his own way
where they are in action the rhetoric. of
seriousness of the above possibilities cou- of life.
News Editor
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . -· ... .•. Bill Bra ~tor;:i
THE SUBCOMMITl'EE says a gener- Sports Edito r . ..... . :.•· -··· · · · ··· ... John Jtn\ 1 •
participatory democracy abounds.
pled with the ability of the indidvidual to
Fine Aris Editor .. . ... . . . . .. . .. . . ._. Masine am n
al
classroom
should be used 36 class peThe
student
movement
then,
sees
the
Featu res Ed_llor · · · · · · ··· · · · ····-- John _Guggenheim
act meaningfully to avoid ,t hem is not a
. · · · --· ...... . Ph1l1p Runnels
Ente rtainment E ditor
THE. STUDENTS I am talking about
riods
per
week.
The
Rekents
say
only
33.
salvation
of
man
not
in
some
complicat•
utopian dream ,but a necessity.
Manager
·· · ······ · ··- · ···· . . Pat Hill
wish to see a society in which the indiThe subcommittee thinks a teaching lab- Advertising
ed and gr andiose scheme, but rather in·a
General Manager . --·· · · ..... .. Prof. Walter Griscll
Publisher . __ .... . .. . . .. .. Dr. Arthur M. Sandeuon
vidual is truly that society•s·most impororatory (chemistry, music studios, prac· IN THAT SENSE, participatory dedecentralized, humanized .society · in
tice rooms) sho_uld _be used 24 periods
trant entity. Th~y wish to see the estab• . mocracy is not "idealistic" but is ra ther
which each ma-n is truly the master of
levels
and be
per week• for all academic
lishment of _an order in which each ma,n
the ultimate realism. Beyond the basic his own, destiny.
..
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Tate/man Free Press ~dolescent. • • Distorted'
'

Well, I'm so glad that David
Tatelman saved me the trouble; just when I was beginning to wonder if he was as
warped as I first supposed
him, up sprung the -adolescent
Tatelman Free Press founded
on this motto, "It .really is
free; I stole everything."
Cute, isn't it? And so indicativ"! of his ability to communicate.
Tatelman's writing is characterized by half-truths expressed in pseudo-hip 1drivel
liberally distorted and
tagged by conspicuously sel~
conscious, . crude attempts to
piscredit other people (Mr.
Tatelman's honorable opponents - count me in now).
. But enough of generalities;
let's examine the reasons for
my repudiation:
Do you know who are the
most powerful students on
campus? •T atelman knows,
and he tells: '1',The first one is
a Cuban refugee whose family
was prospering happily under
Batista, the dictator." That's
quite a damning mouthful. ·
Is "prospering" a dirty
word to the New Left? (evi- ·
dently - they're using it).
Prospering also were hun-

dreds of thousands of other
Cubans and Americans. After
all, he's at USF isn't he?
And who's to say "happily?
Then we get the weird association with "Batista, the dict1!,·
tor". Presumably, we are to
recoil indignantly at ·the implied accusation. And the
smear is evidently a stain on
the then teen-aged son. of this
evil family who mysteriously
chose to live in the country of
, their birth-place and relatives
until the country was no longer1theirs.
Well, "he has· a warped idea
of the world" now. "He , sees
Commies everywhere." Does
he now? This I assume can be
reliably document~d ·by the
Tatelman Book of Knowledge. ·
I sense that perhaps to Mr.
Tatelman this is the· most
withering indictment one can
fabi;-icate. Event this conservative student would never do
Mr. Tatelman the honor of
equating him with Communism. Despite the similarily
~breachable gaps in both
"logics."
Then, the. real marrowcutting clincher: '!. .. he is
scared to death of the social
revolution taking place in this

country... •jt does not take view mirror."
too much intelligence to realWith a novice attempt at
ize that it was thinking like _ hip talk Tatelman wields his
this- which actually helped
Since when· does coni,ervaCastro rise to power." Ponder again. That ,s tatement would the gross contradiction of that · take too long to analyze here,
absurd paralogism, friends. but it hints· of provincialism
Meanwhile, I'll extract the , "from Tampa," among _other
tr-ite phrase that so accurately · things. The poor girl has noapplies to , Mr. Tatelman's where to run, she has conser-1
'
.
twisted thinking ; ". / . it does -. •vative morals. The two journot take too much intelli- nalstic criminals' wounds are
gence ..." not per_mitted to heal - apWhen the victim of- that parently "conservative was
awesome attack recovers he pot caustic en~mgh - "they
may have to gallantly niwse are prudes • . . silly little
his female editorial partner, biddies. Probably your own
you know, the "harmless look- parents have more of an .idea
ing chick from Tampa · who of what's happening than they
sees the world through a rear- do."

,Since when does conservatism imply ignorance of the
"facts?" Aren't the "facts"
common to everyone? Need
they be mentioned in every
other breath ·to prove one is
hip? Maturity is the key word
here. Tatelman an_d his companions, on the other hand,
.are like children with a new
toy and one sometimes senses
a childish compulsion to play ·
with the "facts." In- an artificial atmosphere of painful ad- ,
olescent contrivance.
As for the . rest of Tatelman's "fact" sheet, . I found
only one item of significant
truth - y_e s, "Ern_ie Gutier rez
is a beautiful person." Fur-

thermore, he is a sensitive,
perceptive writer as last
week's Oracle showed. Kind
of ironic, isn't it? The "oppressive Oracle allowing his '
article to be printed in its conservative pages, or, Tatelman's anemic record reviews,
for that matter. Yet Ernie Guiterrez's social thinking is a
little fuzzy around the edges.
Let me affirm that being
conservative stifles creativity
not one bit nor muzzles
human rights.
I love you all.
Now, Ernie Gutierrez, won't
you please come home?

,

Tatelm.a n -Apology
DEAR EDITOR:
I wish you to know that I deeply regret making &
personal attack on you in the first issue of my free
press. It was completely unjustifiable.
For your information, I have printed an apology
in the second issue of the free press, also.
.
. In the hopes of a spirited, but friendly, competition. · .
David W. Tatelrnan
Editor, The Free Nickel Press
\
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DAVE HUNTER
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Anderson

Says SRG
·Ve,ry Alive
More Letters

,

and most successful political
party.
To The Editor
TO PUT IT bluntly, we are
not
dead. We have ne.ver been
On Page 7
further from it.
We have this year; as alDEAR EDITOR:
I was greatly surprised, ways, produced a slate of ex.
.
. ceptionally qualified candiand• I mus t admit, slightly . dates · capable experienced
angered to find that The -Ora- . and c~ncerned ~tudent leader~
cle, through the knowledgable who have real and practical
r and-politically•wise Mr.:(Ray),, ideas for~student,-progression
t · ·v
Zogorski, had pronounced at !,pis Unive~sity, ,Cam!idates 'J~i_ :
whq I are -'a gressive; · 'willing, · · · USF's oldeSt political party, and_ eager t0 · continue the 1
Students for Responsible Gov- wor}I: already -begun ·by •SRG', , ~
ernment, "dead."
elected leaders. And most im- . :r
With the expertise and skill por tant for_, the party, candi•.
of a master surgeon, Mr . Zo- dates who WILL win.
Perhaps our· party did sufs
gorski has announced to the
world that his long-suffering fer;: an·· attack ·of . overof enthu= .
patient is in its deatl1 throes, confidence .,p:i'd
and, for all practical pur0 siasm a few months ago. But
poses, "the political party at that was_by no ·means. a fatal
ailment a!:l aJ!Y cib~er_yant -~ t· _
.
USF has died."
son could now see ftbm: 'the''
Excellent diagnosis, Doctor growing activity __ aQ_f &RG's·
1
Zogorski. ;you a re a true crednine candidates. ·
it to your profession. We, the _
IT IS UNFORT.,lJNATE' that '
500 members and nine candida tes of SRG commend you Mr. Zogorski , has predicted
for your,superb diagnosis a nd the fate of Students for Re-·
infallible sense of timing. sponsible Government primarShall we now retire to our ily on the basis of its party
nominating c:onvention. This
Oracle-dug graves:
is a grave professional error.
I DO SUGGEST, however , · Furthermore, the analogy
that ·you examine cl.gain, a nd between the SRG convention
this time more carefully, the a nd thJ Republican National
patient's vital life sigps, for convention is indeed inconsiscertainly if SRG is dead, this tent with Mr. Zogorski's the_ocan be nothing more than a ry that the . Party is dead.
politically inspired ghost let- Here again, an observant anater.
lyst would note that the ReI have · always understood publican Party has certainly
that a politicai party's vital · not died and that Mr. Nixon is '
organs a re its candidates ; now living in the White House.
So, "doctor" Zagorski, . I '
that the body is its membership ; that the organism can- challenge your statement that
not be labeled dead until the we are ('de~d." This week's
body has withered and the or• election, I believe, will' supgans have ceased to function. port my challenge.
In the meantime, ' Sir, I
This, Sir , I feel you have
suggest that I your patients
failed to prove. ·
.•·
As a two-year member of would stand · much b e t t e r
SRG, and a two-time candi- chances of --survival if you ·
date of ·that - party, I feel as would but remove your scalpel
~ualified as our good , "doc- from their jugular veins.
tor" Zogorski to make a diagSTEVE A. ANDERSON
nosis of this campus" oldest
Student Government Senat.or

-

·1,.'.

lack

S.END THE MESSAGE YOU ~NEVER DARED TO SAY!

Book Exchange
·Only Talk Now
The possibility of a book ex- student government sponsored
change progr?m at USF book . exchange of several
amounts to nothing m o r e years ago and said the rea· than talk among interested sons for its failure were lack
parties on campus at this of organization and staff.
time.
Barnett said there is talk at
Student Government (SG) the present time, by interP resident Scott Barnett said ested parties on campus, but
although there is a need for no pla ns for such a program
such a program at USF the . have been made.
oper ation of a book excha nge
The s ti:ident Government at
on campus would require or- the University of Florida has
ganization. In order to be suc- enjoyed a great deal of suc•
cessful it would have to be cess with· their book exchange
run on a day to day basis by program a nd are now pla n•
a permanent, paid staff.
ning to put it into operation on
In commenting on the possi- a year round basis, according
bility of s_uch a program, Ba r- to Ric Katz, coordinator-of the
nett cited the failure of the program.

(NO PORNOGRAPHY)
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See Any Or_
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MCKE~TY, MERICKA LEAD RETURNEES

: :USF Golf Team Picked By MAX RAMOS
Correspondent
Varsity golf coach Wes Ber.ner, with the first match ap_:,proaching, chose his eight. man team last weekend.
Berner said he expects a
_tough opener, Feb. 22 when
, national champion Florida,
•-Rollins and St. Leo invade the
:Brahman course for a fourway·match.
The eight were chosen from
.an original 30 vying for _positions on the squad, Berner
,said. The others were cut on
the basis of eight elimination
rounds.

-. RETURNING letterman Bob
McKenty, a sophomore tram
Toledo, Ohio, led the pack
with a 627 total score. Port
sophomore,
Huron, ·Mich.
Joe Mericka followed McKenty with 631.
Others earning positions

Robertson a-xeraged 80.0 for
were : returning seniors Tom '
Robertson, Sarasota; Gil Hap- 12 rounds and Dykeman 81.3
pel, Winter Park; Bill Dyke- for 13. Happel and Pearce avman, Temple Terrace, junior eraged 81.5 and. 82.0 respecreturnee Cail Pearce, Fair- tively for five rounds.
field, DI.; junior Warren WilBERNER'S SQUAD will try
hite, Palatka; and sophomore
better the 14-9 season mark
to
Gary Wintz, Holly Hill.
notched •by last year's winninWintz injured his wrist dur- . gest USF golf team.
ing th'e third round and did
They will be aided by a
not complete the eight rounds, schedule that has. them playBerner said. His 241 up to ing all their matches includthen, though, _assures him a ing the Florida Intercollegiate
spot on· the team, providing Tournament on the USF
his wrist heals. ·
course.

IF THE INJURY doesn't
heal, Tampa senior Jed Johnson and Palatka sophomore
Ron Ferguson will playoff for
the spot, Berner said.
McKenty had the best average per round last year ~f the
five ,-returning linksmel'I. He
had a · 79.9 average of 17
rounds, most on the difficult
USF ' course, which is rated
one of the toughest in the
'
state.

_ATTENT.IO N!
FACULTY & STAFF
'

The Prudential Insurance Co. of America now of-fers both the VARIABLE and the FIXED, TAXSHELTERED Annuities.
Look for a
Booklet and
Prospectus in the

mail

For Further Information,

i

Call George W. Barron & Associates
1801 North-West Shore Blvd., Tampa 33609
PH. 876-2441

* CURRENTLY PAYING 6% INTEREST

SAVE MONEY
AND

TIME
SCIENCE CE-NTER
, SNACK BAR

USF Athletic
Teams Idle
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Nears For Men·
mores and.big Herb Yohner a
veteran senior.

MAX RAMOS
Correspondent
A Junior Co 11 e g e AllAmerica and three returning
veterans hold the key to a
successful campaign for Spafford Taylor's 196~ men's tennis team.
Junior Paul deMesquita a
Junior College All-Amer1ca
transfer from Odessa Junior
. College will team with returning regulars Mike Seine and
Dan Perkins,, both sopho-

A L S O EARNING POSITIONS on the squad were:
junior Larry Bell, who saw
limited action last year; sophomore. Glenn Brewer, Yellow
Springs, Ohio; freshman
Steve ,Sawicki, Orlando; Richard Brazeall, Tampa, and Bill
Fishback, Lake Wales.
"We are facing a · tough
schedule this year," Taylor
said. "If deMesquita performs
to his capabilities and the veterans come through again we
will do okay."

The University of South
Florida swimming team and
the women's tennis team took
a breather this past weekend
and will not swing into action
next weekend.
Coach Bob Grindey's tankArgos Pool Open Now
ers, after two impressive conCOMING OFF their best
secutive wins and a 3-4 mark
Weather permitting, Argos . ever 12,3 mark in 1968, the
have a three week layoff be- pool will now be open instead Brahman netters will face ·
fore they tangle with rugged ·of the Natatorium Monday, small college national power
East Carolina University, Fri- Wednesday, and Friday from Rollins in their opener, Floriday night, Feb. 14.
1 :30 p.m. to 3 p.m. It will also da State, who won 20 of 23
The tennis team opened the be open from 1 till 6 p.m. Sat- last year and Appalachian
College, winner of 56 straight
1969 season in a winning fash- urdays and Sundays.
The Natatorium will remain ma~ches.
ion, rambling over Florida
Possibly on the schedule is
State 9-0. Miss J o a n n e open Monday . through Friday
Young's netters will meet Rol- nights from 7 to 9 p.m. In perennial major college power
lins Saturday, Feb. 15, in a cases of inclement weather, Notre Dame who has set a
match that means very much the Natatorium will be used tenative date April 19, on
USF's courts.
instead of Argos pool.
to Miss Young's team.

Wright Foresees Best

Baseball Season ·Yet
By JOHN JOLINSKI

Sports Editor
· With th~ baseball season
scheduled' .to open in less than
two weeks, Cdach Hubert
Wright feels that this year's
team could shape up to be the
best yet, and he has had some
pretty go·od teams in the past.
Last year USF finished the
campaign with a 15-9 record,
the finest in the University'.s
history, and a 14-8 mark the
year before that. Improving
on those mark,s would be quite
a feat.
"I THINK with the boys we
have returning and the new>.
COACH WRIGHT
boys trying out for the squad .
• • • optimistic.
we'll 1have a real strong
team," Wright emphasized.
Wright h_a s seven returning · · Ron Huff, the leading hitter
veterans, including five of last ~ast-year with i. .413 average
year's . starters, a nd several · ·and Paul Buzzella, · who led
· outstanding junior college the team in home-runs with
transfers to help bolster the four, lead the group of seabulk of the Brahman strength. saned returnees. Other returning players . include Doug
Heykens , who rambled for a
.321 average, Larry McGary,
Willard Brimm, Dave Glaize
and John Ritz, who will perf~rin as both a pitcher and an

DOUG
GRIFFIN
for

SENATE
ac
·1,urger
broils'·

both s

• ·Reform of the
·University Senate

1

• Continued work on
· Student Rights

outfielder.
SOME OF THE jupior college transfers that Wright is
pretty high on include Keith
Blanton, a shortstop, from
South Florida Junior College;
Jesus Fernandez, a second
•baseman f r o m St. Petersburg Junior College; and
Bobby Gates, catcher from
Polk ·Junior College.
to
according
Blanton,
Wright, is a fine defensive
prospect and a good hitter as
well. He'll be counted upon to
give the Brahman offensive
track and added boost.
"To tell you the truth I'm
actually looking forward to
the . season starting," Wright
said. "We are a week ahead
. of what I anticipated with
both our hitting and our pitch,.
ing."
"I'M REALLY surprised
that our hitters have come
around so quickly. Last year
it took the batters quite a
while to get started, but so fa r
they an~ m eeting the ball real
well," he added.
The pitching crew, led by
veteran Mrs. Sherzer and
Mike Macki, will probably be
the Brahman strong point.
"I'm real pleased with the
pitching so far," Wright stated, "the boys are throwing
real hard with good control, ·
and there isn't a sore arm as
.
of yet."
Back to give Sherzer and
Macki backup strength are
sophomores Jim Diaz, Jerry
Carreno, and Ray Pivec. ·
Wright will pick his squad
Friday, with . the ifirst game
against Saint Leo College Feb.

·congrtitulations

1 Egg, 1 Strip Bacon and Toast
I
\

~. Also: Doughnuts, Toast, Coffee, Hot Chocolate

MAY-WE SUGGE-ST JOINT
CHECKING AND ·SAVINGS
ACCOUNTS
'

-

UNIV CENTER

SNACKBAR

• •

BASKETBALL RES.UL TS :
TKE 37, Kappa Sig 35
Tia No. 2 55, Iota 48

Fontana No. S 33, Fontana No. 2 28

Bela 4E 1, Bela 1W 0
AlE•W 1, A3W 0
Bl E 1, B4W 0
Fontana 7&8 53, Fontana 3 27
B3E 29, BGE 20
B2E 21, B3W 31
A4E 52, A2W 31
A4W 51 , A3E 40
ATO No. 2 41, Sig Ep No. 2 32
Lambda Chi 37, ZBT 31
Phi Dell 41, ATO 25
SAE 57, Sig EP JO
Bl E, over B4W Cforfeif )
B4E over Bl W (forfeit)
B3W 31, B2E 21
B3E 29; Bee Gees 20 B2E 30, B2W 22
Bl W 41, BlE 29
A4W 51, A3E 40
.
A4E 52, A2W 31
Al E & W No. 1 46, A2E 22
A4E 46, A3W 33
A2W 58, AlE & W No. 2 22

Windiammers
To Compete
In Regatta
The Windjammers are e,rttering the Gasparilla Sailing
Regatta next week with a
Flying Junior and hope to add
to their trophy collection.
_ The club won a silver cup at
the Thanksgiving · Regatta
held at Davis Island Yacht
Club.
Starting February 5th .these
business meetings will be,ileld
every other Wednesday. '1:owever, the club will /always
meet Saturday mornings at
10 :30 in the UC lobby to
sailing from Davis Island.

Instant
Help
Many people .are•
Proving that there
is no more immediate source of help
than God. .

Hear Jules Cern,
C.S., of the
Christian Science
Board of Lectureship explain how
this Divine help is
available to you
right now.
5_ponsored by

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION

'67 Mustang
2+2, .vintage burgundy, 6cyl., 3 on floor, rad/heat,
white side walls, -wheel
covers.

'62.Falcon

2-dr. sedan, 6-cyl., standard trans., rad/heat, bucket seats.

..,.

$)869
s339

Dale Mabry-

'63 Galaxie 500 XL
2-dr., hardtop, V-8, auto.
trans., power steer-.
/brakes, rad/heat, air,
whitewalls, wheel covers,
bucket seats, console.

'68 Torino GT
2-dr., hardtop, fastback,
. V-8, · ·4-speed, rad/heat,
whitewalls, bucket seats.

.

SALE

I

Hot Assorted San~wiches
French Fried
Soda Fountain

.i

• •

YOU ARE INVITED TO A

I·

.

Phi Delta Theta and Sigma · the Gold League into a three and' it was ZBT over Theta
Alpha Epsilon fraternities, way tie with Sigma Nu, ·who Chi.
two of USF's powers in bas- was idle last week.
Lambda Chi, proving that . As of last week Epsilon's Inketball, as far as intramurals
is concerned, co.ntinued to they are no pushovers, have telex of League I was in first
show their might as both rolled two straight wins and place in women's softball with
rolled to easy cnnvincing vic- presently hold first place in the HEP . Cats and Kappa
the Green League. They beat Delta tied for second.
tories last week.
Phi Delt, using the devas- Delta Tau Delta 28-14 and
In League II Tri Delt and
tating :height of Bruce Hays ZBT 37-31.
the P.E. Majors are tied for
and' Corky Thorpe, methodifirst place with Chi Omega
cally crushed ATO 41-25.
In Gold League handb~ll di- and Kappa tied for second.
SAE, with perhaps playing vision Phi Delt won over Sig
In last week's action the
, HEP Cats slammed to an
with one of their most all Ep and ATO beat TEP.
around teams in -the past few
In Green League handball easy 11-6 victory over Chi
years; had little trouble in action Pike beat Lambda Chi Omega.
rolling over Sig Ep, 57-30 .
The triumphs by Phi Delt
and SAE knots ifirst place in

22.

U.C. Cf.nly
•

ff

Tennis S·eason

Paid Political Adv,

Breakfast Special

Febuary 5, /1969

Phi-Delts, SAE Win
Easily; Knot League

~-SPEED LINE
In a hurry? Get a
Sandwich, Soup, Drinks
or a Special Hot Plate

CAFETERIA
Commuter Special

Member
F.D.I.C.

As you start life ·together,
' Newlyweds, we offer all best
wishes for, your happiness.· W~
offer, too, a. whole family of _fifo and
nancial -services. Come
I
g·et acquainted. Let togetherne~s start with joint Sa.vings and
Checking Accounts, here.

79~1u1_ta.JC

Entree, Vegetable, S(!lad, Drink

Univ. Center . Argos • Andros . Science Center

FOOD SERVICE From MORRISON'S

Prices Reduced on
Selected items
throughout the Shop
Today through Saturday
\

30-50% Off

JOailit'J CampuJ =>bop
10202 NORTH 30TH STREET

-THE

.

EXCHANGE BANK 9385 · 56th St.

988-1112

· of
Temple
Terrace

•

DEAR EDITOR:
Jeff Handing,'in the Jan. 22
Oracle implies that U.S. Milltary recruiters "come to USF
to provide not only an alternative to the draft but .a supplement to college training." To
say that recruiters offer alternatives to the draft is, I contend, misleading.
For each male student, the
alternatives to conscription
are f e w. Non-cooperation
means for most, jail. Emigration (many of our ancestors
fled European militari'\m!)
implies little likelihood of
repatriatiom Mr. Handing discusses, rather, one alternative
within this country's draft
system. Under the Military
Selective Service Act of 1967
the alternatives are essentially these:
. ,,,., Induction into tl}e Army
as it pleases your ,Local
Bbard.
.
· yr Enlistment, if accepted,
into the Service of' your
choice.
Y' Induction as a non~
combatant, usually in the
Array medicaI corps, if
judged conscientiously · .op~

No Choices
Other Than
Conscription

The O'ltACLE-U. of South Florida, February 5, 1969-7

unqer pressure to t.ake .a ction
posed to carrying a weapon.
is the American or indirect
Y' Ordered by the 1 o ca 1
way of achieving what is done
board to perform two years
by direytion in foreign coun"civilian work contributing to
tries where choice is, not· perthe maintenance of the nationmitted." (RAMPARTS, 12-67)
·al health, safety, or interest
Such ·a sfa.tement a larms
. .." (Act, Section 6(j) ), if
my
Libertarian
instincts
found by the board conscien("What right does the Govtiously opposed to service in
ernment have telling me what
the armed forces .
to do With my life?"). Such a
yr Deferment from inducsystem of. coercion is antithettion for employment or educaical to a democratic society
tion deemed essential to the
especially wheri no war has
" national interest ... "
been declared.
BUT THAT is about it. Few
OUR AMERICAN Ideals
men are aware of all of these
are mocked by a system
alternatives since the govern- activities that ·are in the na- of a deferment.
ment does not actively recruit tional interest . . .
"THE SYSTEM has also in-- . which ·attempts to indoctriconscientious objectors. Even
"Many young men would . duced needed people to re- nate every young man into acso, most young men · today not ,have pursued a higher main in the engineering and cepting . military expediency
would make different educa- education if there had not scientific professions and in as a natural and necessary
tional and ,vocational choices been a program of student industry engaged in defense preoccupation of good governthan they do under the pres- deferment . . . Even · ,though activities or in the support of ment.
When Military rep{esentasures of Selective Service. A the salary of a teacher has na tionar health, safety or intives come to campus, adrationale . for the Selective .historically been meager, terest . . ."
Service System is indicated in many young men remain in
Ahd finally: "The psycholo- . vance notice should be placed
the document, "Channeling" -t hat job, seeking the reward gy of granting wide choice on the Placement Service bul- ·
letin board'. Office - space
issued to local boards in July
should be provided, and stu1~65 (and later withdrawn):
. dents may see them by ap· "One of the major produc1s
pointment. Do IBM, Dow
of the Selective Service classiChemical, NASA or the CIA
fication process is the chanrepresentatives receive more
neling of .manpower into many
fl~Jlsi!J@...JlUl~..Jl!!l. J~ .J~ J @..J@J .
privileged tre11,tment ?
endeavors, _:occupations and
. J. ROBERT PASSMORE -

E>RI\.CLE CLASSIFIED

1. REAL ESTATE

ADS

Editorial Po/i~y Hit
In the Jan. 15, 1969, issue of
The Oracle, your paper suggested to USF students that
they "authorize Student Government to apply for membership in United States National
Student Association." The
previous quotation was taken
from the last paragraph in
your editorial entitled "NSA"
OFFERS HOST OF SERVICES."
As a senior at USF , I am
not-now questioning the pros
a nd cons of our university becoming affiliated with the
NSA, nor do I question the
right of the newspaper to editorial_ize. In my opinion :newspapers have ·a responsibility
to offer responsible editorial
comment to their r eaders.
It is with this recognition of
the responsibility a newspaper
has to its r eaders that in my
judgment you breeched the
rules of journalism by including as "fill" on three separate
pages the words "VOTE YES

ON NSA." On page nine you
even included a picture of the
18th National Student Congress, held in August, 1965.
· IF YOUR FILL material
was a political advertisement,
why wasn't it !abed as such?
If it was an editorial it should
have been labeled as an editor ial and if it was just used as
fill, I'm sure you could have
found something more objective to put in its place.
During its relatively short
life The Oracle has received
awards for journalistic excellence as well as having a student body who supported its
free press. But because of
what some said was a hasty
decision to include that copy,
your record has been hurt by
this irresponsible act.
.

I don't know if through the
power of the press your adaitional support of the afflliation with NSA gained votes,
but I do know that on Jari. 15, .
1969, The Oracle lost my -v ote
by acting immaturely "like- :a
typical collegiate newspaper/'
(which is something I th9ught
it wasn't).
· 0
In my opinion your journallstic judgment on that. dar
was poor and if that is any
sign of your future editorial
judgment, you have a lot to
learn a:bout a newspaper's
sponsibility to its readers.
In the future I suggest that
you take a more mature · approach on what you include as
" fill copy" in OUR newspaper.
BILL KALBAS
S POL

're-

PARTS,ING~

21. MISCELLANEOUS

7. TV, RADIO, STEREO
.Electronics hobby? Parts, tubes,
transistors, ham-CB equipment,
antennas, Eico kits. Trades,
terms, J & H Electronics, 1615
W. Waters.

1ST _c;lUALITY

·PANTY HOSE!

• ••••• ••

-swoRD BLADES! . 2.·

1O. AlUlTOMOTIVE

WU,KINSON (Pac kaged}

Chevy 4-dr. good tires, good
body, good eng., fine cond., one
owner. Call 839-5886.
'56

.For

CO~GATE

14. HE!.P WANTED
Male, Female

·TOOTH PASTE!- • • • •
REG~ 1.05

RIGHT GUARD!'. • • • • • •
REG. 1.00

Parttime - Fulltime, .Metropolitan•·'Life Ins. Co. Ph. 835~1411,
Ask for Mr. D. High commissions, executive training program.

15. SERVICES . OFFERED
Learn to fly private, commercial, instrument ratings by a
Government - rated· instructor.
C F I A&I. For further information write: Pat Neville 4951 46
Ave. N , St. Pete Fla. 33709.

.GIFT BOXED

VALENTINE CANDY!. • • •

20. l?~SQijAij.S
. CX-620- 127-120

To celebrate .the end Dennis
,l. Trubey's minority, we at
'l;'HE ORACLE·· hereby condone
any activities by said person
which release frustrations caused through 21 years of a heavy
cbnscience. To help in this cele6ration,·,•:we . donate one triple
ice cream cone at Dipper Dan.
Congratulations.....:THE ORACLE
AD-STAFF. .
To Linda Carmichael (Gappy)
in loving ti;ip.u te to your broken
head - need a ride up Crescent Hill? Your Iota 3 fathers
and Dare, to_o . .,

KODACOLOR FILM
YOUR CHECK IS~GOOD ,
WmTH . STUD~NT l~D. '

21 , MISCELLANEOUS
Had a fight with your wife,
girlfriend, on both? Give her
something cud_dly besides you ;
a stuffed animal. Special college rates. Playboy's college
Rep. Frank P . Lang, 527-4989.

"What did you say
yournamewa~?"

f\
J.~n.

"'?""
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There must be a safer way to mee~\
girls. Luckily for you, we. put instructions on self-defense in every package
of .H ai Kara.t e® After Shave and
Cologne. But even so,. please be a little
careful how you use it. A good social
life is f ine, but the way you're going
you'll be too battered to enjoy it.

1·

We"re a petroleum and energy company.
But we believe that making our world a
better plac~ to live In makes good sense
as well .as good business. And this kind ·
ef tfllnkirig demands Individuals with

Ideas and energy. People who can see
the potentials-usual and unusual whic;h our-products have for improving
the world. People like you•.$ring your .
lcleals, and your motivation, where they'll

Our Interviewer will be here next week. Talk to hinl..

AtlanticRichfi·eldCompany :1:1::;;gshSPTJMI ,

make good things happe~ See our
interviewers on campus. Qr send a
resume to: .Mr, G. O. Wheeler; Mana;er
Professional Recruitment, 717 Fifth
Avenue; New York, N.Y. 10022 ·

Here's Text Of Bill Of Student Rights

8-The · ORACLE-U. of South Florida, . February 5, 1969

PREAMBLE
Section 1
We as • students at the University .of South Florida, recognize that we participate as
citizens of two concentric
communities - the community
of American society governed
by constitutions and statutes
established by appropriate
democratic agencies, and the
academic community, existing within the societal com•
munity . and further governed
by additional necessary University regulations.
We unde~tand and accept'
societal concerns for providing for the security of its
members while guaranteeing
them c e r t a 1n inalienable
rights; and we likewise recognize and respect the University's commitment to providing
an environment where teaching and learning are the goals
and justification for its existence.
SINCE THE academic community is a sub-community of
the larger society, and its citizens are responsible by law
for legal rule adherence, the
University is freed from the
responsibility of significant
social regulation by the
assumption of that concern
and authority by representative agencies .a t the societal
community level. We recognize the University's regulato-

University Song Fest
Members of the Good, Bad and Ugly perw
formed last Saturday night at the Song Fest.
They were the "grand finale" for the group
of students who performed contemporary and
popular as well as folk music. Winners in
the Song Fest were in th1' Group category:
The Conception singing "Mr. James," "Find
Me The People," first place; Dave and Mike
performing "So Far," "Tatoo," second place;

The New -Creation performing "Yon Can Tell
The World," "Come the Day," Single winners were Debbi Scalli singing "Windows of
the World," "To Love Somebody," first
· place, John Hudson singing "House of the
Rising Sun," "All My Loving," second place;
and Ann Erwin singing "Single Girl," "Where
I'm Bound."

BULLETIN BOARD
Bulletin Boord Notices should be sent
to "Director, Campus Publications, CTR
226" (ext. 618) no later than noon
Wednesday far publica tion the next
Wednesday.

ALMA HARRISON
a1k1 you to call ar coma to

World Travel
Center
FOR TICKETS
.AND RESERVATIONS
Student Rates on

Y' Airlines ·
JI" Cruises
Y' Tours
Anywhere ""." Anytime

NO SERVICE
CHARGE
PHONE 877-9566

Gold Key lndudlon, 7 p.m., UC 248.
Student Legislature, 7 p.m., UC 252.
casino Dealer's Workshop, 8

251.
Christian Science Org, Luncheon, 2
p.m., UC 252.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 19'9
IMC Directors Meeting, 9:30 a.m., UC
251.
Chartered Life Unclerwriters, 8 : 30
a.m., UC 248.
Meet the· Author • Rev. Girandola, 2
p.m., UC 252.
1y numbers wil l be used in lieu of asCoffee House, 2 p.m., ENA
signing separate numbers . for student ·
Miss Aegean Contest, 6:30 p.m,, UC
Identification.
2.IH

Commentarv by Prof. Bertrand Morris,

Visiting Professor from

University o~

Colorado, UC 158, J p.m.
Feb. 7, "High Speed Radio Gas Chromarographlc Separations and Analyses," Dr. S. P. Cram, University of
Florida, Chem 105, 2 p.m.
New Student Numbers. Beginning
with Quarter Ill , student Social securl-

Campus Date Book
Times and places of organizations
meeting regularly are posted on the
University Center lobby bulletin boards.
TODAY
US Army Recruiting, 8 a.m., UC 223.
Recreation and Intercom Committee,
2 p,m., UC 202.
Meet the Departments, 2 p.m., UC
255-G.
Florida Engineering Society, 2 p.m.,
ENG 4.
Inter-Resident Ha ll council, 2 p.m.,
RAR 234.

Co-Op Education
Today,

Political Union, 2 p.m., SOC 128.
SG Counting Session, 5 p.m ., ,UC 248.
THURSDAY· ·'
BIS Luncheon, 11 :50 a .in., UC 255~.
Christian Science, 4:30 p.m., UC 205.
Amateur_ R~~IQ Club, 7 p.m., UC 204.

Feb. 5

career Planning Conference for stu-

dents Interested In Cooperative Ed ucation assignments du ring Quarter Ill and
IV, 2 p.m., 'ENG 3.
Tuesday, Feb. 11
Mid-Term reports for students on
Training Period due in Co-op Office.
Wednesday, Feb. 12

career Planning Conference for' stu•

dents interested ·1n Cooperative Educa•
lion assignments during Quarter 111 and
IV, 2 p.m., ENG 3,

Coffee House, 2 p.m., •ENA.

:. Wo~(d -Tra.v el Center
624 Hillsboro Plaza
lampc,, Florida

p,m., UC

223.
Berman FIim Festival: "Smiles of
Send news items dlrecto to "Editor, Summer Night," a p.m., BSA.
FRIDAY
619)."
(ext.
222
CTR
Oracle,
The
student Org. Social Chairman, 2 p.m.,
UC 158.
Official Notices
Political Council, 2 p.m., UC 215.
Russian Clt>b, 2 p.m., FAH 226.
Withdrawal without Penalty Deadline:
UC Movie: " Agony and · Ecstacy,"
Feb. 20.
p.m., BSA.
7:30
University Directories are available
Band Dance, 9 p.m., UC 248.
at Information Desk at University CenSATURDAY
ter.
USF Alumni Installation and Dinner,
Holiday, Gasparllla Day, Feb. 10.
248.
UC
p.m.,
7
Concerts:
Howard Hanson Festival Concert, 8 • UC Movie: " Agony and Ecstacy," .7:30
p.m., BSA.
p.m., Feb. 7, Theatre.
SUNDAY
Artist Series - Pinchas Zukerman,
Sports Car Club, noon, FAH Lot 10.
8:J0 p.m., Feb. 15, Theatre.
UC Movie: "Agony and Ecstacy,"
Lectures:
7:30 p,m ., BSA.
Feb. 5, "Social sources of Aesthetic
MONDAY
Value," Prof. Vytautas Kavolis, OickenHOLIDAY
son College, UC 158, 2 p.m.
TUESDAY
Feb. 6, "The Autonomy of Aesthetic
IMC Directors Meeting, 8:30 a .m., UC
M eaning," Prof. Willis Truitt, USF.

ry concerns to be only with
atmosphere
an
providing
where the free propagation of
knowledge is assured.
Just as the societal community operates by consent and
participation of all its members, the University must govern itself in Uke manner. All
citizens responsible for obeying rules must have the opportunity to participate in establishing. them. Furthermore
the degree of participation in
.non-academic rule making
must be directly proportionate
to the degree of responsibility
for regulatory adherence.

Engr, math, physics, geology (CE, ME,
Moth, Physics, Geology) .
FEBRUARY 19
Honeywell Inc., Tampa, Fla: J rs. srs
for SUMMER EMPLOYMENT ONLY;
(EE, IE). Bendix Avionics; Engrs
(EE). Southwtra co, Prod. mg!. t rain•
ee, accts, pro) engrs; bus ad, engr,
accts. Horwath & Horwath: Acctg
!Acctgl. Grand Way Stores: t rainees
(all fields). Owens Corning Fibenrlas;
Sales rep, acctg, production, engr (Lib
Arts, Bus :Ad, IE, CE, ME, EE, CHE).
FEBRUARY 20
Burlington Industries: Mfg, mgt, Ind
& plant engr, chem. controllershlp
!Mgt, Acctg, ·Engr, Chem). Polk County
Schools: Elem & Sec. teachers !Elem
& Sec Ed).Prenllce Hall: Field rep
(,all fields). Price Waterhouse: Staff
accts (Acctg & related fields) . Procter
& Gamble (Tech): Engr (ME, EE,
CHE). Stonebn,ok, Hollingsworth & SI•
monet: Staff accts (Acctg).
FEBRUARY 21
General Foods Corp: Acct. sales
(Acctlng and all malors for sa les). R.
J . Reynolds (Tech): Int. Cammunlca• ·
tlons, comptroller, engr, product devel
(Journalism, Acctg, ME, EE, IE,
CHE). Pratt-Whitney: Engrs; engr,
physics, chem. Vitro Services: Engrs
(Engr, Physics, Chem). Touche, Ross,
Balley & Smart: Stoff & Tox accls,
mgt. consultants (acctg ). Standard
Brands, Ind: Sales, mgt. trainee; (Bus
& Lib Arts) .
REPRESENTATIVE FROM SCHOOL
SYST,EM IN BRAZIL, SOUTH AMERICA WILL BE IN THIS AREA ON FEBRUARY 7, 1969 TO INTERVIEW FOR
TEACHING POSITIONS AVAILABLE
(3 years teaching experience desired).
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION AND
TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS TO INCONT A CT
PLEASE
TERV l·EW,.
PLACEMENT SERVICES • ADM 276 •
EXT. 2895.

WE, AS STUDENTS in the
academic community, recognize our responsibility for
helping to perpe,tuate the necessary academic environment.
Our purpose in this Bill of
Student Rights is to formally
assert ·t he minimal necessary
guarantees of our participato•
ry status in the University
and of our individual and col•
lective rights in the spirit of
the federal constitution which
make our partidpation just
and meaningful.
Section II - Rights
,,,., Students shall have active representative participation in every University area
which requires some responsibility of them
Students, and only students,
shall have the responsibility
with the advice of the Administrative Staff of determining,
explicating and adjudicating
all non-academic rules, regulations and policies to which
they alone are responsible for
regulatory adherence.
,,,., Students shall have the
right to establish a representative student government.
,,,., Students shall have the
right to establish and participate in student organizations
free from unreasonaible restrictions, l i m i t a t i o n s or
discrimination. A duly consti•
tuted student iboard shall have
the responsibility fur determining limitations upon organized student groups. This
student board should seek the
advice of appropriate Univer•
sity staff. Beyond those required by law, and Board of
Regents policy, physical plant
requirements shall be the cri•
terion for determining such
restrictions.
,,,., Students shall have the
right to access to written
statements of all educational

policies, curricular activities,
or other regulations to which
students shall be held responsi•
bie by the State Board of Education, Board . of Regents,
the University Administration,
faculty, staff, or student government.
,,,., Students shall have the
:right to review their personal
records and to challenge
statements contained therein,
subect to legal restriction~.
,,,., Students shall be free
from double jurisdiction and
unjust extensions of authority
in disciplinary matters. The
University shall not assume
disciplinary matters. The Uni. versity shall not assume disciplinary jurisdiction of an al·
leged offense by a student.
a. When that alleged offense
is being arraigned, adjudicated. or otherwise considered,
or when that aileged offense
has been considered, in any
Federal, State or Municipal
Court, or committee assuming
disciplinary or judicial responsibility.
b. When that alleged offense
occurred outside the geographical boundaries of University property and outside
those areas intended exclusively, at all times, by the
University for housing, recreational facilities, or other purposes consistent with the func•
tioning of the University.
,,, Students have the right
to due process. Students shall
not be expelled, suspended,
penalized, or in any way deprived the privileges of stu•
dent status, or be subject to
deprivation of these privi•
leges, without:
a. a written bill of particulars containing all the facts,
charges, and information to
be used against him. This bill
of particulars shall be submittee to the student(s) allowing
adequate time for the preparation of a ·defense and or
counsel for the consultation
with disciplinary advisors or
counsel before the scheduled
hearing date.
0

ments, or for furt her information. lnfor,:

mation within brackets Indicates maier
fields of. related s tud y.
FEBRUARY 17
Ford Motor co.: Mfg & plant engr.,
qua lity, numer ical, prod & plan, con-

.Girls,:Hit A
:-eauti~!~ Jackpot!

dev,

chem,

production

engr (Engr,

Chem, Bus Adm, Ind Mg!).
FEBRUARY 18
.
·,
Amer. Hospital Supply: Ind. & tech.
sales, mgt. & fin. trainees (a ll fields ).
corps of Engineers (USDA): Civil, e lec,

mech, engr., engr science (Engr -

The USF Market is an untouched
jackpot. It's waiting for you. An un•
limited Opportunity!

HIT THE JACKPOT AS A
BEAUTY COUNSELOR

m gt. (Math, Acctg, Mklg Mgt, Data
Proc). Prudential Ins Co: Mgt trainee,

MARY GREIF

sales Call fields, lib arts, bus adm, fi•
nance, mktg.) J. P. Stevens & Co: Jr

Auditor

(Acctg) .

Topographic

Call or Write
894-2591

4616 MATANZAS

TAMPA,33611

Labs:

T1111pla Tmce,Jlerist·
1912•1~ ...

~Y-does .
a·peifectsize7
looliperfect
onfJt21-da~
ever.Ymontfi?

The Jolly GIANT!

"Food good enough
· to leave home

. forr·

Playtex·invents the first-day tampon™
(We took the inside out

to show you how different it is.)
Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent'. •• it even protects on
·
yourfirstday. Yourworstday!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind•.•
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
Try it fast.
Why live in the past?

BIG SHEF
Burger Chef's double-decked
sensation .•• Two juicy pure beef
patties, flame-broiled for.fullest
flavor ••• topped with melted
Kraft cheese, crisp garden-fresh .
lettuce and our tangy secret
sauce •• • all on a hot toasted bun. What a tasty difference!
Only at- Burger Chef!

program that can orovide the
foundation for a sound financial structure. The earlier you
start, the less it costs, a nd the .
more security you'll have a
chance to build.
Stop by our office today. Or
give us a call, and let's talk
about subtracting something
from your life: fi nancial worry.

RICHARD WEAR

TOM BAKISE

'"· '•a.~10·
' .

Earn up to 50% on All Regular Sales
of Beauty Counselor Cosmetics.

s_ales, sales mgt, acctg, da1a proc. mkt.

Interesting statistics, right?
Look at them one way, and ·
'you get 96. Look at them
another way .•. long enough
. •• and what you're likely to
get is married. From that p·oint
on, you multiply. So do your
responsibilities,
It pays to plan for responsibilities. You can do this now
by investing in a life insurance

occ~•-

all

disc.). Dept. of Housing & Urban Development: Civil engrs; a lso tresh, soph,
lrs, srs & grads for Summer Employment (CE). Florida Power & Light:
Field engr, power plant, treasury dept.
(EE, ME, IE, Acctg and Finance).
John Hancock tns. Co: Mgt. trainee,

HOW IT FIGURES:

FLOWElS'YOR
ALL

trol , prod supervision (Bus Adm, 'Engr,

Chem, Ind. Mgt.l Fairchild Hiller corp:
Finance, engr, bus. (EE, ME, Fin,
Busl. General Electric: Factory & ma•
terials mgt; r es & dev; plant, fief,
app, mfg & des ign engr; mktg; quail. ty control (EE,, IE, SA(IF, Physics,
q,em, M,S_ In Bus Ad with tech under•
grad,) sw,ft & Co: Sales, mgt, res &

GET
.A
"PERMANETTE"
AT

TEMPLE TERRACE FLOIIST

Placement Services
The following organizations will be_,111,-c
lervlewing on campus. Check witti
Placement, ADM 2n, ext. 2895 for Interview locations, to schedu le appoint•

b. the right t o confront all the right to determine the
accusers and to haye the right conduct of their personal lives
to challenge all accusations subj_ect to existing statutes
a nd testimony used against and student regulations.
him.
,,, Students shall have the
c. the right to an alternative :right to establish a student
of a public or private adminis• ·p ress subject only to statutes,
trative hearing or of a public Board of Regents Policy, and
or private review by a student those regulations imposed
board whose decision is bind- upon publications by a studenting upon the U1'iversity, sub- faculty board. Editorial, adject, of course, to appellate vertising, and interpretative
procedure as outlined by uni- reporting shall not be subject
versity regulations and state · to any kind of censorship
statute.
beyond that required by law
d. the right to a fair and and decided upon by student
just review of his case by a editor ial staffs.
disciplinary board w h i c h
guarantees proper procedural
guidelines for consideration in
the spirit of those judicial
'
safeguards established iii fed·
eral, state, and municipal
courts. These safeguards include· the concept of assumed
innocence until charges are
proven and protection against
self incrimination.
e. the right to written notifi- ·
cation of the final decision of
the disciplinary authority re•
sponsible for review.
f. the right of appeal
g. the written notification of
THE
all the aforementioned guarantees, !before, during, and
<;;'4~14\"~~t-tttt,
immediately after the case's
consideration.
FLETCHER AT 22nd
,,, Students shall have the
PH. 935-1400
right to personal privacy and

'It has nothing to do with
calories. It's a special
female-weight gain...
caused by temporary
w:ater-weight build-up.
Oh, you know••• that
·uncomfortable full
feeling that sneaks up
on you the week before
your menstrual period.
This fluid retention.not
only plays havocwith
your looks but how
you feel as well.
(It puts pressure on
delicate nerves.and
tissues, which can lead
to pre-menstrual
cramps and headaches,
leaves emotions on edge.)
·That's why. so ·
many women take PAMPRiN®.
_It gently relieves water-weight gain
to help prevent pre-me~trual puffiness,
tension, and pressure-caused cramps.
PAMPRIN makes sure a perfect
size 7.never looks less than perfect.
~o~ feels less than perfect, either.

CLIFF WARRICK

·,-:P RDVl@ENT
)Y,1UTUAL~ LI FE
; '·\• ~~!-fRANf! ,coMPANY O F PH I LAOELPHI A

·/ .J

'J\'

,).,

""' Colin A'r Shankle Agency
. Suite 107

,· ,.. 5444.·Bay Center Drive
•T~mpa,
.., Florida
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Art Shows

To

3:30 a. m. NUMBER 12

The Department of Visual Arts is presenting three
exhibits opening Friday in
the c a m p u s galleries.
Laura Schwartz, correspondent, has submitted a
brief review of each.

"P H IL IP
PEA~LSTEIN AND THE FIGURE" in-the Library Gallery. An exhibition of
drawings and •paintings
representative of · t h i s
prominent New York artist's concern with working
perce"t>,tually rather than
concePitually.
JERRY UELSMANN:
"ONE MAN EXHIBITION
OF
CONTEMPORARY
PHOTOGRAPHS" in t h e
Theatre Gallery. Mr. Uelsmann has received remarkable material acclaim
for his composite photographs in which a transformed photographic representation reflects his own
creative consciousness.
ROBERT GELINAS
"ENVIRONMENT II" in
the Teaching Gallery. An
environment of dream-like
fantasy reflective of "Yellow Submarine." With cartoon imagery and fantastic
forms, Robert Gelinas has
created a controlled space
with masonite and wood.
With flat cut-outs enlivened
by _black light on fluorescent paint, he manifests a
strange existence for his
d i s t o r t e d imaginative
forms.
·

'Hair', Will. Happen :

philip runnels

Open

I

By BARBARA MOLLOY _

classroom lab exercise.
John Greco, the instigator
and director, made his campus theatre debut in "Biederman and the Freibu~s-" He
won our hearts then, · setting
fire to an entire city, and
plans to out-shine that with
"Hair."
"WHO?"
In the words of "El Greco,"
"All the freaks on campus are
in the show." He said they ,
were selected -for "their hair
and their exuberance." There
are 44 cast members, incluaing a surprise celebrity. They
even out-bid Merv Griffin for
two black militants.
"HOW NAKED?"
Since all 44 couldn't be 21 in
time for the curtain, they'll be
slightly draped. But body-

Correspondent

It is the constant research and a total awareness of current
events that keeps· me in demand and circulating amongst the
more fashionable- circles, and thus, elite cocktail parties, of
Lutz. Name dropping is not enough in the thriving metropolis.
Facts are what they crave. And I, !by nature, am not a selfish
individual. SO Here is Phrase number 128.7 of the Runnels
Ready Reference for Social Acceptance . •. . to be used sparingly, ·but firmly, the next time you're caught with nothing to m~ntion but what'.s ·currently showing at ,t he Ritz in Beautiful
Downtown Ybor City. I quote from Vance Packard's "The Sexual Wilderness." You may quote from personal experience if
:,:ou wish:
Within Yellow Submarine
"BOTH MEN AND WOMEN ENGAGE IN the more serious
types of sex play as the type of dating involvement increases.
The men however are more liberal in their actual conduct
particula.r'.ly for the' first few' dates (NoK, N, PAWPBW, SI, X .
(squared) equals 16,22 3df, pis less than 1 per cent), frequent
and· continuous dating (NoK, N, PAWPBW, SI, X (squared)
equals 14.62 3df, p ·i s less than 1 per cent), and going ~teady
(KN, . PAW, PBW, SI, X (Squared) equals 15.62, 3df, p 1s less
·· than 1 per cent) .. .. ."
By MAXINE KAMIN
John, and Ringo were moving
· NOTE: (Key equals "No," nothing (tisk, tisk) "K," Kisscharacteristic ally as the four
Fine Arts Editor . .
ing; "N," Necking; "PAW," just that; "PBW," Petting Below
Beatles. .
Waist.
"I must admit that picking
Liverpoolians were used for
"THE MAN OF LA MANCHA (Cha-Cha) opens Friday at the up the special New York Crit- the talking parts and Brodax
Bayfront Center . in Saint Petersburg. Also. Saturd~Y- C":tain ics Award for ' Yellow Subma- said the Beatles were "de8:15 p.m. Matinee on Saturday at 2:30. With DaVJd Atkmson rine' is exciting ...maybe lighted with the voices."
As a matter of fact, the
and Patricia Marand. Also at Florida Southern College on more exciting than meeting
Tuesday. Tickets at Wards area stores. Me thinks this is the with the Beatles . . . but not stars were so pleased with the
best bet for area entertainment this week. Unless you want to really" ·. . . joked Al Brodax film by the time it was almost
the othe day when he called completed that they wanted to
catch "The Muthers?' at the Ritz..,
'
, from Connecticut to chat be in it.
. ATTENTION RICK NORCROSS: "The Night They Raided about his movie "Yellow
AND SO THEY ARE. At the
Minsky's" opens Thur~day at the Britton Theatre. (Sugges~ed Submarine" and see if there
movie's end, they appear and
for Mature Adults and P.E. majors).
was anything I'd like/ to know
sing one of the three new
FREE PARKING AND A FREE BUS RIDE to and from the about the movie, the Beatles, songs written
for the producFlorida State Fair will be available at West Shore Plaza or himself.
tion, "Altogether Now." Elevthrough Feb. 15. A shuttle bus will make the trip every half
.BRODAX, HEAD OF the en other Beatles hits play
hour. The first bus leaves at 11 a.m. on weekdays and returns
TV and Motion Picture Divi- throughout the show. ,
for the last time· at 11 p.m. On weekends the bus will run from
"Spending a year with the
sion of King Features, pro12 :20 to 11 p.m.
duced the now legendary 'ani- Beatles in London was rather
THE. MAN WHO COINED
PHRASE, "BetteJ in Bed mated Beatles film. Since its fantastic," said Brod ax.
than Dead" - Hugh Hefner, wi:ll be on the Merv Gl'iffin Show release, ·he's been calling col- "They're a phenomenon. I'm
leges and sending pictures, in- 42 but I appreciate their brilnext Wednesday.
.
I
A SCOOP b~fore the local papers came out Sunday. formation, and posters, to ex- liance - they're way ahead of
But . . . what the well . . . The Glen Campbell will be picked plain how the movie came to themselves ..." he raved.
If you haven't seen
be.
up in this area tonight at 7 on 13.
When his secretary sent me "Submarine" it would be
RAVI SHANKAR (IR? ER? Ul,t?) will 9:Je on your campus the
letter stating what time he worth the trip to Dade City
Feb. 15. (For all our readers in Berkeley, Calif.).
wduld call, she added "He is (Pasco Theatre) to see it.
GOD BLESS BERNARD FARKWARD and Television. Ber- a most charming and aware
nard is showing nothing this week . . . But, Television . . . man; I'm sure you'll find him
Ah!!! '
.
very pleasant to interview."
TONIGHT AT 7:30 ON 8: "Hallmark Hall of Fame,"
She was right.
'
.
"Teacher Teacher " an original drama about the struggles to
THE CONVERSATION with
teach a ~entally •~tarded you to read and write. "This is
Brodax was easy and relaxSholom Aleichem" Friday at 10 on 8. The pi::ogram explores the
ing. He explained how he prolife, wo'rk and personality of the noted Jewish writer.
duced the animated Beatles
"SPARTACUS'1 WILL BE AIRED in two parts on 10 at~ TV films which are ·in their
tonight and Sunday: with Kirk Douglas arid Laurence ?llvier. fourth year of ·showings and
~~
"Golden Boy'.' with Bill Holden and Bar'b Stanwyck Friday at are popular with college stu11:30 on 10.·
, dents as well as youngsters. ~~ ,·
"We used to get fan letters . ' '
"TARAS BULBA" w i t h
Tony Curtis and Yul Brynner from house mothers a t col~
·at,9 on 8 ~at1.u;gay. Fine flick leg es," Brodax said. "The
? .iiliA..l.lllillMlii..........
guys
would
stay
up
all
Friday
for fun. : -;. - ··~
night with their dates and
· .'.l'IIE A L FR E D IDTCH- , then spend Saturday morning . _Eat inside ••. outs_
id
COCK SERIES is being rerun watching our show' over
.•
~ in your car . ·• ~on· the ne~ 'channel 44 (UHF) breakfast together."
or take some home!
weekdays at 8 :30 p.m.
so BRODAX went on' to
QUICKLY ('cause I gotta bigger and better things for
,
·
go potty), on Channel 3: EV- the older set. He hired an inERYONE
de toof London,
anima- 1 .
· .
ker
about tell
the "Knocky"
new "The ParToy ternational
tors, shippedbriga
them
That
Grew
Up"
series
. start- for a full year, and turned out .
Norelco Model 85 Pocket
ing Thursday at 10. A nostal- "Yellow Submarine."
Memo Pocket-sizeJ 8500
gic series of silent films
• note-t aker
It wasn' t just Iickety-split
shown in their entirety with though. There were some
·
Ph'one 876-4483 .
comment and authentic back- problems.
KOROL OFFICE
ground musi~. The firS t proANIMATION is based on
EQUIPMENT
1
gram, ' "On the Night Stage," circles. Brodax's head design·
·
150 S. DALE MABRY'
· features William ·s. Hart a nd er, Heinz Edelman, doesn't

Mr. s·ub·marineman
Cruises By P·hone

Everybody who · c o m b s,
straightens, kinks, c u r 1 s,
scratches, knots or chews it
will be there. Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday at 8 :30 p.m. all over-the Theatre. "Hair's"
H!'lre!
IS IT A TOSS-UP between
the Fzjr's freak show and
ours? Don't destroy yourself
- ours is free. All you need is
a USF student, staff or faculty I.D. card to get in. Because
of the interest of the show, it
will be done on the Main
Stage, · even though it is a
'

Dropout Rate
Under Stucly
Why do students quit? That
is the big question that fat:ed
Michigan State University.
Many students who went
home after Fall final exams·
never returned to the MSU
campus. Those who left the
University before the end of
the · term did , so through the
usual withdrH1_w al procedures
so that the University could
pinpoint the reasons for their
withdrawal.

Head phones are not required ; we provide the house
speakers and you provided the\
heads. There are ·35 numbers
in all, but don't worry some ~f them .contain. quite a:
bit of brevity. The manag~
ment- requests: "Don't bring
· your own; let the music turri
you 'on."

ALL "SHOCKING AN D
NASTY" segments are intact:
The show remains un-cut.
(Who wants a hair-cut?) Just
remember that "Dirty is in
the eye of the beholder," and
you can take it from there.
Greco complimented the A4;ministration on "never once
intruding with anything abotit
censorship."
·

DIG LEATHER!
All kinds of leather gear.
Get with the tuff leather look.
All items custom made.

THE SANDAL SHOP
306 N. DALE MABRY

THE INCREDIBLE

THE

ICHING •••

HAD

Taste
that
beats
the .
others
cold!

stockings are mind-expanding

·IS JUST ONE SELECTION
FROM OUR VOLUMES .
OF BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS
ON METAPHYSICAL AND
OCCULT SUBJECTS.

WINTER or SUMMER

. . enjOJ

1ns1ae t·
ea1n

--~-

PH. 839-7390

c!i''·~·i~'"

Honest-toPepsi taste!

PEPSl~-COLA
Pick up an arlra carton today!

Pa.·r·ki
·
·. n-g Iots are' pI_
aces

Your roommate
c,rtt sleep
in the dark?

:;tc:~!r
shaky rectangles and distortion ; Brodax had to get animators who _ could translate
-h is designs into figures that
moved.

:~;nd:n~n
tended into film. (In color
... for those with monochrome sets).

th!~~!esT ?t~:g:E:a :

~~:~~~~tu~~vri;~:

·Think it ovea; over coffee.
TheThink Drink. "
ForyOU(Ownihlnk Orink Mug, s@nd7!5eafldyeurnlme1ndaddresstoi
1"ink Drink t,1ug,_li, pt. N, P.O. Bo. 559,NewYork,N.Y.10 046. Thtln1,,..nono!Colf110r11nlzet1on.

'

F-ederal Support
1

Contest ·Set,
To Select College Queen'

I

~~~;e:~ :~n~~:~

:!1;\r~~he~.~ ~19~funs~o~ ~
George Melies" • • • · the
world's first major moviemaker.
"THE FILM GENERATION: Film and the Visual
. Arts," Tuesday at 9. How

Women students attending
USF are eligible to become
candidates for .- the 1969 National ·•college· Queen competition. The winner will receive
more than $5,000 in prizes, including a trip to Eur9pe and
an automobile.
Recommenda tions can be
made .by classmates, friends,
soror\ties, fraternities or campus groups. Interested coeds
or groups should write to National College Queen Contest
Committee, p .0. Box 935, Ansonia Station, N.Y., 10023.

To Sciehce Cut

Federal support of scientific
activities at US colleges and
universities is '.being severely
curtailed.
Theacademic
acute financial
pain in
, the
community
is
the result of actions by Congress to hold down spending.
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TAPE TOWN
4115 HENDERSON BLVD.
TAMPA

This Coupon Good for_$1.00 Off
on Your Next Tape Town Purchase,
HOURS:. Mon., Thurs., Fri. 9-9
Tues., Wed,, Sat. 9-6

to

USF

5tudents
_ia
-! ~ Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.,
~t : : : ,
At
rufill .j
~:

FI
m
e,
Ml .

ml

KOIN KLEEN

LAUNDROMAT
SHOPPING
CENTER
OPEN 5:30 A.M.10:30 P.M.

\

where peopIe
ban·g·up· car doo'rs
_.
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BRITTON PLAZA

Situation: It is often. dijffeult to get into and '
out oft.oday~ cars witlwut l,umping
intlJ the car beside JOU.
Q.vest!on: l:an )OU daign a door tluzt ltStl
minimum out-swing sJ,at:e
.
wizen opening?
])isciplinu: 'It can go over the car, umler it,
slide into theJrame1 swing parallel
. .to the bodJ ••• J.S LONG AS
.rr;s NOT TOO EX,PENSIY£ TO
MA.SS PRODUCE. Door must
ttlso Provuk an electrical pianntl
1o the chassis to provide forfower
operated windows. Need your ideas
in time for ·meeting ne= 1tlffltli.

,,

...

now.

Want to work on a challengtng autgnmeni fike this, .
A new member,of an engineering team at Ford Motor Com•

pany does. Today his job may be designing new car door
flinging. Tomorrow It might be solvi'!g _cab vibration in
semi-trailer trucks. Or desigr:iing ci different approach to
vehicle controls, or .even developing a new engine con•
figuration.
To help salve assignments like th~e, our people have a
olant network of-computers at their service. Complete-testing facilltia. The funds they nttd to ~o the iob right.
.JI ·

I( you ~ave·beHer ldeai to contiibute, and you're loolclni
for challenging assignments and the ·rewards that come
from solving them, come work for th• Better Idea company.
See our representative when he vi1it1 your campus. Or
send a resume to Ford Motor,
Company, College- Recruit•
in·g Department. The
-.,_l\
American Road, Dear•
~~
'I
I
borp, Michigan 4121. An
.. ·
equal O?Porlunify employer.

-I!!!:===~- ·
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'PhysicistS' Too True

)_~The ORACLE-U. of South Florida, ·February 5, 1969

. <;entre Stage

'
selves. A technique particu- who wants to take over the notable performances.
Effective in her role as a ,
larly effective with the con- world, Doktor Von · Zahnd
fines of the Centre Stage, the played by Martha France, nurse in love, Bunny Town
If you go to see "The Physi~ slides reiterated the action of was the only major character has the most beautiful red
cists," don't spoil it for your- the play and provided inter- who ,seemed to fall short of hair that cannot ·go unmentioned in itself.
the play's acting demands.
self by intellectualizing about esting flashbacks.
LORENZEN'S
Physically perfect for the , WILLIAM
Tl).e performance of, the cast
it or trying "to figure it out." was exceptionally even. The role, and equally perfect in set was perfect, and the idea ·
It's un-figure-outable. Fried- three "madmen" played by the performance of the physi- of having the audience visit
rich Duerrenmmatt's splen- Bob Pregentek, Doug Kaye . cal qualities of a deformed the "patient's" room's a good
did play· is fraught with biting and Joey Argenio were tre- woman, Miss France just one. C o s t u m er Maryon
·
mendous. .
didn't seem quite right in her Moise's creations were equalsocial comment all tied up in
ly effective.
.
THE AUDIENCE HAD the characterization.
·
·a lot of ambivalences.
"The Physicists" is a crazy ·
pleasure of allowing itself (alIT SEEMED ALMOST as if
The only thing that's really most) to believe that Doug . she was concentrating so play about a very crazy world
certain is t)1at Peter O'Sulli- Kaye as · Ernst Heinrich Er- much on maintaining her dif- which unfortunately is the one
ficult physical pose that we live in. Participation in
van has wheeled this vehicle nesti was really Einstein.
And Joey Argenio as Jo- ·characterization was neglect- O'Sullivan's interpretation of
with the utmost facility in
this experience is still possistaging, cast and production. hann Wilhelm Mobious, a mad ed.
Of the rest of ·the cast Bar- ble. Performances will be
physicist who says· King SoloWOW, THOSE SLIDES. The mon keeps appearing to him, bara Parker was the husky , given this Thursday, Friday
color slides are worhty of is great, especially in the matron, Carol Belt as Frau and Saturday and also . Feb.
mention as a · role -in them- emotional scenes with his wife Lina Rose and Ed .Thompson 13, 14 and 15 at 8:30 p.m.
as the · police inspector gave sharp in the Centre Stage.
and his nurse. _
BOB PREGENTEK as Herbert Georg Beutler; the third
Family Income
of the man triumvirate, who
parades as Newton but claims
Of New Students he
is really Einstein but
doesn't want to hurt Ernesti's
Increasing
feelings, is also very effective.
A marked rise in family inPregentek was · born too
come of new students entering late. He looks much better in
state universities in Florida is the Newtonian silver wig (ii
. one of the trends reflected in fantastic monument of curls)
CUT. RATE LIQUORS
TEMPLE TERRACE
a rec~nt report.
th;,m in his ·own short brown
Next To Pantry Pride
·
The report was compiled by hair.
5 3'2 6 Busch Blvd.
Board of Regents head of acaThe ma~ lady psychiatrist
demic affairs William H. Taylor. The three-year study by
good - chance that the best· self , report
questionaires
compositions might be pub- . shows that · family income
lished," Johnson added.
movement from lower to high- : .
brackets was reflected for
er
·HIGH SCHOOL choruses and
Professional ·New York
soloists performing at the all institutions reporting for
Ccast Only! Featuring
symP.osiimi are from Hills• more than one year.
Broadway Star
b o r o and Chamberlain in
Approximately 50 per cent
DAYLAN ROSS
Tampa; Boca Ciega, North- · of the incoming state universi01! .......,
east and St. Petersburg, St. ty system students receive the
.
- Dinner Theatre
·
Petersbu_rg; East Bay and major· portion of their support
Southeast, Bradenton; Jones, from family ~ihcom~, accord,. ,;.;
Orlando; Mainland, Daytona ing to the report.
Dancing Nightly
Seating
Individual
Beach; · and Northeast and
Cocktails from • • • • • • • 5 p.m.
fourolder
the
at·
Students
Stranahan, Ft. Lauderdale.
Gourmet Buffet • • • • 6:45 p.m •. ,,
year universities received , a
"Magic Stage" •. ••. 8:30 p.m. ·,
Smash Broadway Hit
OTHER HIGH SCHOOLS larger percentage of family
Over 3300 Broadway Perfor. .
participating are from Saraso- income support than students
Route 60 - Tampa
CALL TOLL FREE
'Family Tues. Only $5.50
side of Courtney
St. Ptlt/Clearwoter
ta, Melbourne, Largo,· Eau at the new upper division inCampbell Cwsy. 862-4706 ar 442-2643
Gallie, ..,Merritt Island and stitutions, indicating t h a t
opp. Cau~eway Inn
Tampa 8~7501 • _
Niceville.
more students work part time •
•
"llllllillillilj.,,. ~--olllii,lltl""'
:
~
.
. . .. .
Several of the new composi- in their upp_e r division years. •.. ..
tions will be heard at a concert-in honor of Hanson in the
Theatre at G Friday evening.
Selected works by Hanson will
be performed by members of
the music faculty and his
recently published Psalm 121 a nd Psalm 150 will be sung by
the 50-~oice T;JSF Chorale.
Following the concert there
will be a reception in honor of
Jf.aoson a nd local Eastman
alumni. Botti functions are
open to the public and no reservations are required.

STUDENT REVIEW
By !Rslie Taylor

Place For · AHappenihg
By DOUG KAYE
Corl'.espondent .
Friday, the Experimental
Theatre company will stage a
Happening · - "Babble I" at 2 p.m. on Center Stage._
In the past couple of years; ·
the Experimental Theatre has
staged other happenings, with
unpredictable results. The
fitst, "Flight 1", in 1966, was
a conglomeration of flyirig
things and man's attempt· td
emulate them. The other,
"Newbodies,'! was done on ·
Crescent Hill last year, experimenting with the possibilities
of improving the human race. ,
.Both of them were con· '
ce~ved and •'directed" by
Jack B e l t, Experimental
Theatre Director, as is "Babble 1." Not even he -can tell
wl).at is going to happen with
this one, though.
Since a major ingredient of
a successful happening is participation, the audience is
urged to participaie, to _ involve themselves with ·whatever happens
After all,· if you come prepared to · participate rather
than spectate, you won't be
caught off guard. Maybe.

TE

Howard Hanson Here Friday_

Vocal-Music Symposiu:m
Strat.s Friday At USF

The Speech Department has that will be just as big, an antheir big event of the year, nual Contemporary Vocal and
the Poetry Festival, and now . Chdral Music Symposium.
the · Music Department is
The first symposium will be
making plans for an event held here Friday and Saturday and wi.l l feature Howard
=r=:::w.t.:.z;··:;~1?-rww ~ t:... . .~ttt.1vtzr:~u..:,:..;~.. ~;::.\<........~........t..-.:.<x::•~
N Hanson, famed Anlerican
Paid Political Advertitomont
"'" .composer - conductor and forFor Action & Experience
iW mer director of the Eastman
School of Music.
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.RUTLEDGE

I
Ji

For Senate

I

As SG Representative,
[fil
1~
MARY RUTLEDGE HAS:
W,~i
}fil
• Led the figh.t to abQlish women's curfews
• Worked to establish the Free Speech Bulletin [};
;Board and the Cresent Hill Free Speech area \li
~:::~:tesident Aff~irs; Rules and Calender
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•. UC MOVIE COMMITTEE
Presents

FEB. 6, 8 P.M. ·
ONE NIGHT ONLY!

INGMAR BERGMAN'S

::::=:.

tii

~i~: FEB. 7,-8, 9~ 7:30 P.M.

~l~f

REX
OIARIION
Smiles of a It. HFSfOiM
BARRISQilT
r,
Summ~r Night fl~mf~:i .. r, :1,
@

·as Michc:bngdu

Cannes Film Festival
Winner

I
!
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THE PROGRAM will consist of selected vocal and choral works chosen by USF
music staff membe~ as being
the best scores submitted
from over tw~nty st~tes.
Outstanding singers from
over 600 Florida high schools
will perform the works while
the composers listen and offer
personal critiques of their
works after co!lsulting with
Hanson and the performer.
DR. GORDON JOHNSON,
professor of music at ·USF,
started building this program
by advertising in national
magazines for composers to
send contemporary vocal and
choral music appropriate to
be performed by high school
students.
Johnson's purposes for holding the symposium include
!'acquainting high scliool per-·
formi-ng musician~ with the
great variety of ,&ounds . and
of contemporary
~ t yles
music; acquainting . h i-g h
school performing musicians
with composers; encouraging
greater development of solo
singing in the vocal~choral
programs in the high school
- especially with regara to
contemporary art songs ; and
to provide a music'al climate
for outstanding high school ·
vocal - choral musicia-ns
where· mediocrity is_subservient to excellence."
THE SYMPOSIUM IS one
of the first of its kind to be
conducted in Florida.
,"Hanson introduced ,this
sort of symposium at Eastman to give recognition and
possible publication to the
works of aspiring young artists. I feel this is one ·of his
g r e a t e s t contributions to
American music," Johnson
said. ·
(
"A representative from one
of the Southeast's 1 e a d i n g
publishing firms will attend
the symposium _so there is a

;

i
ADMISSION - 35c
BUSINESS AUD.ITORIUM (11$SA)

'
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."TOBACCO ROAD"

......... .. .. . ..... .......................... ........... ......... ...................
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"Eight Eiperienced
Cosmetologists To Serve You"

TERRACE ·
BEAUTY SALON

Temple pi-:-::•;;:.~7~,illg Center

Jerry's Deluxe (lar_ge)
Jerry's Deluxe (Sm~IO
Offer Expires _Jail. 11, '69

••
• •

Sorry only one
Co.u pon per Pizza
\

/

HELLFIGHTERS
John Wayne
KathriH Ross
Also

HARRY FRIGG

BREAK THE.ICE AT JERRY'S

/

All Color Program

SEORET WAR OF

!
PIZZA.
AL
E
.
R
a
Bite(NotInto
a Hut-Tut Frozen :fossil!)

.

PRESENTS:
The Biggest Soul & Blues Group
·. To Hit the Campu$ - ·· ·

Paul Newman
Sun,-Man,-Tues.

(M)
A Minute lo Proy,
A Second Im Die
ALEX CORD
Also

ftl/2 '

Thurs.-Fi'i:-Sat.

Straight froni Daytona-Beach
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat•••• Sun. Afternoon Jan,t Session!

(M)

· VILLA RIDES

· PINK JUNGLE·
James' Garner
Also
' Blame It On Sa111ba

Sun,-Mon.-Tues.-Wed.

(G)
HELLFIGHTERS
• .' John Wayne
·
Also
"'

II On The ~am
J. Winters

.

-~ B~lf~--

:HANG 'EM HIGH ·

Y. Brenner
Robert Mitchum
Also
Secret Life of an
' American Wile
,Walter Matthau
Also

.

• HOURS: THURS.-FRI~ & ·sAT. 8:30 'TIL • SUN. JAM SESSION 3:00-7:00 P.M.

B.Y.O.B!I
(B. - 21)

$2.00 d' ·$1.00 9·

%rt-if(at~
13737 Nebraska Ave.

'

